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Arthur Hugh Chaplin
KersenrNr L. Ber-r., Associate Professor

Library School, On,tario CoIIege of Education
Uniaersit^t of Toronto

The Margaret Mann Ci,-
tation in Cataloging and
Classification is awarded in
t 9 6  j  t o  A r t h u r  H u g h
Chaplin for his masterly
preparation of the "Draft
Statement of Principles"
which showed creatiae in-
sight into uniuersal condi-
t ions of bibl iographical en-
try anrl serued as a basis for
i n t e r n a t i o n a l  a g r e e m e n t
reached a.t the IFLA Con-
lerence on Calaloguing
Principles, t96t.

Hugh Chaplin

in rg54, when he was appointed Executive Secretary of the IFLA Work-
ing Group on Coordination of Cataloguing Principles. In this capacity
he was responsible for collecting and summarizing existing material on
anonyma and works of corporate authorship, the topics which had been
assigned for study to the \\rorking Group. His talent for selecting essential
points and synthesizing the work of many people was revealed in the
reporr of this pro.iect published in Libri in r956.

At this time Hugh Chaplin was Deputy Keeper of Printed Books in
the British Museum, in charge of the cataloging operations of that great
library. He had come to the British Museum as Assistant Keeper in r93o
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after short periods in the University Libraries of Reading and Belfast'
Although his mastery of modern languages is well known to those who
have heard him in action as an interpreter, his honours B.A. from the
University of London was in Latin and was followed by the Diploma of
the School of Librarianship and Archives at IJniversity College, London.
In rg5g he was appointed Keeper of Printed Books and is now in charge
of the public services of the British Museum Library.

While the IFLA Working Group was studying the difficult and con-
troversial points of cataloging in Europe, the American Library Associa-
tion had embarked on a thorough revision of its cataloging code. Liaison
between the two groups was maintained by correspondence, but a closer
association was provided when Hugh Chaplin was invited to take part in
the Institute of the University of Chicago Graduate Library School on "To.
wards a Better Cataloging Code." The stimulation afiorded by his paper
and his participation in the discussions at the Institute and at the meet-
ings of the Catalog Code Revision Committee provided great incentives
toward closer relations between European and American catalogers. His
ability to cut through a mass of detail to the essential points and his clear
and well-reasoned statements of the European position greatly impressed
his American colleagues. It was as an old friend that he returned to the
United States in 1958 to take part in the Stanford Institute on Code Re-
vision.

In rg5g the Council on Library Resources granted sufficient funds
to assemble a small conference in London to explore the possibilities of
success of a full-scale international conference on cataloging principles.
The nucleus of this preliminary conference was the IFLA Working Group,
and the organization was in the capable hands of Sir Frank Francis, the
Chairman, and Hugh Chaplin, the Executive Secretary. The statements
from which this conference worked and the accurate reports of each ses-
sion bore the mark of Hugh Chaplin's clear mind and sound judgment.

The success of these preliminary meetings encouraged the Council on
Library Resources to support the International Conference, which was
held in Paris in 196r. The Organizing Committee rvas appointed with
Hugh Chaplin in the key position of Executive Secretary. The members
of the Committee attended the McGill Institute in Montreal in r96o and
held several other meetings in European cities. An omce was set up in
London and excellent arrangements made for papers to be prepared on
the main points of discussion. These papers were circulated and com-
ments collected from all the countries participating in the Paris Con-
ference. At this point Hugh Chaplin again demonstrated his outstanding
ability to reduce a mass of information and opinion to concise, logical,
and lucid form. The Preliminary Statement he prepared formed the basic
working document for the Conference and was a really masterly achieve-
ment without which the Conference could not have reached such positive
results. During the sessions his attention to detail was matched by his
breadth of vision to ensure the smooth and amicable functioning of the
entire Conference.
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Until 196o the winner of the Margaret Mann Citation had to be an
American citizen and a member of the American Library Association. In
the meeting at which these limitations were removed, one well-known
librarian stited that the Citation would become the 'Nobel Prize' in the
field. It seems fitting that the first non-American to gain this award should
be Hugh Chaplin whose gifts and activities have been used to foster in-
ternational agreement among catalogers.

NOMINATION FOR MARGARET MANN CITATION

Nominations for the 1964 award of the Margaret Mann Citation may be sent
any time before the first of January, to the Chairman of this Award Committee
of the Cataloging and Classification Section of the ALA-RTSD. The nomination
should be accompanied by a brief resumd of the achievement on which it is
based.

The Margaret Mann Citation is awarded for "significant professional achieve-
ment in the fields of cataloging and classifrcation." The achievement may have
been a notable publication, an outstanding contribution to the activities of pro-
fessional cataloging associations, introduction of new techniques of recognized
importance, or outstanding work in the area of teaching. The achievement or
contribution should have occurred or culminated within the last five years. It is
not neces$ary that the nominee be an American librarian or a member of the
Section.

Esther J. Piercy, Chairman
Margaret Mann Citation Committee
Enoch Pratt Free Library
Baltimore r, Maryland
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Cost Analysis in a Technical Services
Division-

T N AN ARTICLE appearing in the Fall 196z issue of this journal, Mrs.

I MacQuarrie expressed the opinion that, "Eventually standards of per-
formance should be established for technical services by size and type of
library."r It is our intent to present here-using data obtained in the
Technical Services Division (TSD) of University of Denver Libraries-a
detailed analysis that may contribute toward the setting of such standards.

The purpose of this project has been to determine, in TSD operations
and aside from purchase price, the cost of placing a book on the shelves
ready for use. The present study is limited to TSD procedures concerned
with in-print non-fiction books only. Plans are under way to enlarge the
project to include out-of-print materials, serials, gifts and exchanges,
recataloging, and non-book materials. This should appear as a "Studies in
Librarianship" under the University of Denver Graduate School of Li-
brarianship imprint.

As a matter of background: University of Denver Libraries has con-
sidered itself a medium-sized facility, whose current holdings are 46o,ooo
volumes. Over the decade of the fifties the Libraries went through the
vicissitudes of, first, a sharply decreasing budget, then a rising one, with
the resulting dips and rises in book budget and attendant harassments for
order, cataloging, and preparations entities. The $Sf,6gf for books in
rgSo/gr sank to $CZ,lf+ in ry54/59 and rose back to $+7,o+t for ry58/59
and $49,482 for 1959/6o. For the start of a new decade, ryhfiz, a tre'
mendous boost to $r38,o24 was received. During the six periods men-
tioned. available staff was as follows:

Budget Year Book Budget Professional Clerical

r95o/5r
rg54/55
rg58/59
rgsg/60
196o/6r
196r /62

$ ss,6ss
3 7  , 7 5 4
47 ,o4r
43,482
84,23r

r38,oz4

8
5
5

A

5

5 . 5
5 o
7 . o

r o .  o
r 2 . o

* Report on Work Measurement-Cost Analysis by a Seminar in Research Methods
under the direction of Dr. Don Wynar, Ass't. Professor, Graduate School of Librarian-
ship, University of Denver. Participants: Harold R. Malinowsky, William F. Hayes, Fred
Schmidt, Jr., M. V. Donne.
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During the same decade, regrouping of departments and rearrange-
ments in the physical plant were made: marking, repair, and binding were
combined inio one administrative unit; furniture was rearranged and
partitions rernoved for better work flow: and a Multilith for reproduction
of catalog cards was introduced. In rg58/5g, the heretofore seParate cata-
log and order departments were combined to form the present Technical
Services Division, b,r.rt with, at that time, only one administrator. Shortly
after, use of a special request form and a multiple order form was initiated.
Then, feeling that all possible had been done in making maximum use of
availatrle physical plant and equipment, and with the prospect of so great
an increase in book budget in 196o/6r ($+o,7+S over the 1959/6o figure
or almost roofo), TSD wished to take stock of how well its available per-
sonnel were being utilized. Thus, during 1916o/6r a time and motion study
was conducted in that division. Personnel were briefed in the aims of the
study and provided with a Manual for Time and Motion Studi,es.2 The
manual is modeled after the one set up by W. O. Pierce for use in the
Public Library Inquiry.a It contains definitions of each break-down of an
operation and instructions on filling out daily and monthly records. Sam-
ple diagrams are provided within the manual.

This report is organized in three sections, in the natural progression
in which a book is usually processed. In the course of our presentation we
have used the following terrns which are applicable to all three sections-
order, cataloging, and technical preparations and supply:

(P) indicates professional duties; (C) clerical duties. Professional pro-
cedures are defined as those procedures requiring special knowledge
acquired through professional education, and clerical are those which call
for some special training, such as typing or filing, but require no profes-
sional library education. An unusual situation applies at the University
Libraries in the matter of clerical help, as Library School students are
employed as verifiers. They may reasonably be expected to have greater
interest in the work and consequently may do a more efficient job than
the average student  ass is lant .

(D) represents direct time and cost figures (used where it was possible
to ascertain the number of work units per process); and (I) stands for
indirect time and cost figures, used for those processes which do not lend
themselves to simple computation; results for (I) were arrived at by divid-
ing total amount of time spent in each process by the total number of new
titles involved in the time period covered. It will be noted that time has
been measured in minutes and seconds; cost is computed in cents and
hundredths of cents. Administrative salaries are figured at $4.o7 per hour,
professional at $2.8b and clerical (including student assistants) at $r.25.

Terms not common to all of the sections are explained with their par-
ticular a,gency. Care has been taken to depict all data for each department
as lucidly as possible and in a manner consistent with library terminology.
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Order Department

cal aids (mostly the National Union Catalog) and, finally, departmental
files, before ordering. All orders processed are fully verified.

Two files are kept for current material on order; one is an alphabetical
file by main enry and the other is chronological by date of order. In addi-
tion, (for verification purposes) a current receipt file is maintained show-
ing books which are currently in the cataloging processes, and a standing-
order fiIe is kept for incomplete sets and serials.

Department personnel receive all shipments of books, checking them
for physical condition, and the invoices for correctness of title and edition.
Slips are then pulled from the on-order files and placed with the books
and processed for funding. The books with original request forms, work
slips, and LC cards, if received, are then placed on cataloging shelves in
three groups: (r) those that have LC cards physically present, (z) those
with LC cards ordered but not received, and (3) those for which no LC
cards have been ordered. Invoices are then prepared for payment.

There are two forms specifically designed for use in the TSD. First
is a two-part request form, each part of which is slightly smaller than a
postal card. This form was designed for faculty and staff to use in making
requests for books and other publications. The left half provides for all
of the usual imprint information plus price, number of copies, name of
person initiating the request, fund to be utilized, LC order number, and
verifier work space. The reverse of this portion has, for the verifier's con-
venience and uniformity, spaces listing bibliographic tools and files to be
checked. The righrhand portion is used for notification to the initiator
of the request that the book has been received and where it may be located
in the library.

The second form is a six-part multi-carboned order form (multiple
order form) consisting of: a white original order slip to be sent to the pub-
lisher or jobber, a pink slip which is used for the on-order file and later
for funding, another white slip for use as a cataloging work slip, a yellow
slip for ordering LC cards, a second yellow slip for LC on-order file, and
a heavier white card for use as a temporary official catalog file card. Each
portion of the form has headings appropriate to its particular use.

Clerical personnel of the Department during the time and motion
study consisted of a full-time secretary, two full-time clerical verifiers and
one half-time (student) typist. It should be noted that professional labor
costs were computed somewhat higher in this section due to the fact that
these duties were then performed by the Head of the Division.
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The following table for the Order Department relates to only a three
month period (February-May 196o) of the entire time and motion study.

TABLE I
sELEcrroN AND AceuIsITroN (Direct)

Work Activities

Time in Minutes Costs in Cents
and Seconds and Hundredths

Min. Sec. of Cents

I .

3.

4.

( P )
( P )

(c)

(c)

Selection of Books
Eva'luating and Approving

Requests for Processing
Verification and Processinq

of Order Requests
Typing of Multiple Order

Forms

3o

54

48

J J

I

o

T I

6

r o  , 2 0

6 . r z

2 4 . 5 4

14.o2

SUBTOTALS 54.  88

DEFINITIONS OF WORK ACTIVITIES IN TABLE I

r. Selection of Books-Acting upon faculty and staff requests, considering them against
present holdings and in relation to weak spots in the book collection, and initiating
requests in neglected areas.

z. Evaluating and Approving Requests for Processing-Considering initially all
requests and grouping them into (a) rush orders, (b) regular orders, or (c) hold
orders. Other judgments particular to individual circumstances are also involved in
this process.

3. Verification and Processing of Order Request-stamping request with date received,
establishing main entry from standard sources, searching for usual order information,
checking against library holdings and processing files.

4. Typing of Multiple Order Forms-Including typing, separating' filing of the multiple
form, and mailing appropriate copies.

TABLE II
sELEcrroN AND AceuIsITroN (Indirect)

Time in Minutes Costs in Cents

45

Work Activities
and Seconds

Min. Sec.
and Hundredths

of Cents

r. (P) Professional Reading
z. (C) Maintaining Files
3. (C) Correspondence
4. (C) Miscellaneous

o
o
I

o

3o
2 T
I 8
l 2

3 . 4 0
o . 7 3
2 . 7 0
o . 4 2

SUBTOTALS a  a <

DEFINITIONS OF WORK ACTIVITIES IN TABLE II

r. Professional Reading-Reading of reviews and announcements of newly-published
items, keeping in mind the needs and limitations of the library.

z. Maintaining Files-Flling and maintaining good order in the secretarial files kept
in the Order Department.

3. Correspondence-All routine correspondence relating to the selection and ordering
of books.

4. Miscellaneous-All other less descriptive duties relating to the selection and ordering
of books.

2 I
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TABLE III
RECEIVING SIIIPMENTS AND BILLING (DiTCCt)

Work Activities

'I'irne 
in Minutes Costs in Cents

and Seconds and Hundredths
Min. Sec. of Cents

r .  (C) Checking in Books 54 8 . r r

SUBTOTALS 8 . r r

DEFINITION OF WORK ACTIVITY IN TABLE III

r. Checking in Books-Checking in of all books in accordance with seventeen steps
.which are outlined in the manual , Stanilaril, Operating Procedure for lhe Ord.er Depart-
ment.

TABLE IV
RECEIVING SIIIPMENTS AND BILLING (INdiTCCt)

54

Work Activities

Time in Minutes Costs in Cents
and Seconds and Hundredths

Min. Sec. of Cents

I .

3.
4 .

5 .

6.

(P) Following up Difficult Items
(P) Approving Bills for Payment
(C) Following up Overdue Orders
(C) Unpacking and Sorting

Shipments, Mail, etc.
(C) Preparation of Bills for Pay-

ment and Recording Data
(C) Correspondence, Miscellaneous,

etc.

I

o
o

3o
3o

oo

24

48

ro .20
6 . 4 o
r . 4 6

6 . 2 4

7 .o7

3 . 7 4

SUBTOTALS 3 5 . I I

DEFINITIONS OF WORK ACTIVITIES IN TABLE IV

Following up Difficult Items-Including checking files to locate missing items or
more difficult overdue orders, checking invoices and letters for further information,
and deciding upon the action to be taken in each case.
Approving Bills for Payment-Examining the information presented by the staff,
including the invoice, correspondence, and any other necessary information perti-
nent to payment of bills, and approving them.
Following up Overdue Orders-The pink portion of multiple order form for routine
overdue orders is pulled, and a follow up form is sent to publishers at the end of one
month for rush orders and three months for regular orders.
Unpacking and Sorting Shipments, Mail, etc.-Opening and sorting of mail and
packages in accordance with the instructions given in the manual, Stand'ard Operating
Proceilure for the Ord,er Departmenl.
Preparation of Bills for Payment and Recording Data-Including the processing of
invoices for books and recording of budgetary statistics in accordance with instruc-
tions contained in the manual, Standaril Operat'ing Procedure f or the Ord.er Departrnent.
Correspondence, Miscellaneous, etc.-Including correspondence concerning damaged
shipments, incorrect shipments, and incorrect invoices, plus all other less descriptive
duties relating to receiving shipments and billing.

54I O

I .

3 .

I

6.
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TABLE V
ORDER DEPARTMENT SUMMARY TABLE

f ime in Minutes Costs in Cents
and Seconds and Hundredths

Min. Sec. of CentsWork Activities

D.* Selection and Acquisition

I.* Selection and Acquisition

(P)
(c)
(P)
(c)

2 2 4
r 8  2 r
o 3 0
I  5 I

16.32

38 .  r6
3 .40
r  . 85

SUBTOTALS (P) 54 19.72

(c)
(P)
(c)
(P)
(c)

20

3

8

t 2
10 :'
8 . r r

r6 .6o
r 8 . 5 r

54
oo
54

D .

I .

Receiving Shipments and Billing

Receiving Shipments and Billing

SUBTOTALS (P )  2
(C )  12

oo
48

r 6 . 6 o
2 6 . 6 2

TOTALS I 02  . 95
oR $r.o3

*D- Direct; I- Indirect

Cataloging Department

The Cataloging Department is the administrative unit in the Techni-
cal Services Division which does the cataloging and classification for the
entire library system. A divided catalog-author-title and subject-is for
the public use, and an official catalog and shelf list are in the catalog de-
partment. The Dewey Classification is used, except in special subjects,
such as education, where the Library of Congress scheme is used.

The following general procedure is used in the Cataloging Depart-
ment. The books are dismibuted to the catalogers by broad subject divi-
sion and may or may not be accompanied try LC cards, routing slips and
faculty notice cards (right portion of request form). The cataloger checks
the LC card, if there is one, against the book, noting discrepancies on a
work slip. If there is no LC card, the book is located in the LC catalog. If
no main entry can be found, then the cataloger does original cataloging.

After checking the book, the left-hand portion of the request form now
in the in-process file is dated and initialed. This is an alphabetical file for
books which have been sent to the Cataloging Department from the
Order Department. The cards remain here until permanent catalog cards
have been filed. The classification number and book number are assigned
and added to the work slip. The cataloger then makes a temporary shelf-
list card and files it in the shelf list. Unless the LC card is to be used
unchanged, the cataloger prepares an official card or indicates any changes
that have to be made on the LC card, including added entries.
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The title page of the book is marked with the call number and author-
title designation. The book is then sent to Marking. The work slip goes
to the typist who prepares the Multilith master which is checked by the
cataloger and sent to the Reproduction Department. Upon return, the
subject heading and added entries are typed in by the clerk. The cards are
revised by the cataloger and filed on top of the rod in the public catalog
by the clerical. A professional cataloger files the shelf list and official cards
and revises the filing done in the public catalog.

The period of tJ'.e time and motion study for the Cataloging Depart-
ment was April-December, 196o, and April-June, 196r. The stafi of the
Cataloging Department consisted of three professional, three full-time
clerical, and four part-time clerical assistants. In Table VII category 4-
Administrative Professional-the salary was based at $3.26.

The following tables present the factors that were involved in the
cataloging of one book title. Some of the procedures were changed during
the time and motion study; however, this change did not affect the results
of the tables.

TABLE VI
pRoFEssroNAL cATALocTNG (Direct)

Work Activities

Time in Minutes Costs in Cents
and Seconds and Hundredths

Min. Sec. of Cents

I .

2 .

3.

6 4 2
24 54
I I  5 4

2 3 0
r 3 0
r  1 8

4.  (P)
s. (P)
6.  (P)

(P)
(P)
( P )

With LC Cards
Without LC Cards
With LC Cards not here

3 r  . 8 3
r  r 8 .  z 8
56. 53

Average 48I O 5r .22

Revising Cards
Shelf Listing
Typing Cards

r r . 8 6
7 . 1 3
6 .  r 8

SUBTOTALS 76 .39

DEFINITIONS OF WORK ACTIVITIES IN TABLE VI

r. Descriptive and subject cataloging of titles with LC cards-Comparing card with
book, making corrections, determining and establishing aild,it'i,onol added entries,
determining acceptability of subject headings, determining cross references, classifica-
tion, and book number.

z. Descriptive and subject cataloging of titles without LC cards-Physical description
of book; establishing main entry, added entries, subject heading, cross references,
classification number, and book number.

3. Descriptive and subject cataloging of titles with LC cards not here-Procedure the
same as in t. except the book is compared with the LC Catalog entry. LC cards are
available but the cataloger does not have them in hand.

4. Proof reading, determining if directions for shelf list and tracings have been followed,
and checking of official card by person doing shelf listing.

5. Filing of permanent shelflist card and final revision of classification and book
numbers.

6. Typing official cards, temporary shelf list cards, and work slips.

. gr8 . Library Resources d, Technical Sertti,ces
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The average of 1., p., and 3. indicates the average time and cost of de-
scriptive and subject cataloging of one title. The figures were determined
by working with actual titles cataloged in each category. In order to find
the average descriptive and subject cataloging costs of one title, it was
necessary to find the percentage of all books cataloged that each of cate-
gories r., 2., and 3. represented. This was found to be 69 per cent for r.,
rg Per cent for 2., and 12 per cent for 3. The time and costs in each cate-
gory were multiplied by these percentages. The results were added to give
the subtotal or the average time and cost of descriptive and subject cata-
loging of one title.

TABLE VII
pRoFEssIoNAL cATALocTNG ( Indirect)

Time in Minutes Costs in Cents
and Seconds and Hundredths

Work Activities Min. Sec. of Cents

r. (P) Recataloging and Reclassification
z. (P) Cancellations

3. (P) Maintenance of Catalogs
a. (P) Administrative Professional
5. (P) Miscellaneous Cataloging
6. (P) Miscellaneous

I

oo
I

t 2

J

8

44
8

r 8
36
oo
36

8 . 2 4
. 7 9

6 .  r 8
6 8 . 5 4
1 4 . 2 5
40. 85

SUBTOTALS 2 2 r38 .85

DEFINITIONS OF WORK ACTIVITIES IN TABLE VII
r. Any step in descriptive and subject cataloging, making changes on title page of book

and shelf list, and making work slip for clerical.
z. Pulling or stamping shelf list, stamping book, and making work slip to have sramp

on cards changed or mark shelf list so set will be pulled and destroyed.
3. Occasional revision of filing in author-title and subject public catalog and main-

taining current receipt and LC order files.
4. Planning of new policies, preparing reports, interviewing, instruction of new staff,

conferences, staff meetings, and other necessary administrative professional duties.
A detailed breakdown of these duties will be included in Stud,ies in Librarianslrip.

5. Revising of LC subject headings, cross references, and LC schedules, certain searching
of cards and books, correspondence, and any other non-stated professional duties.

6. Illness, vacation, rest periods, personal business and appointments.

Recataloging, reclassification, and cancellations have been included,
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TABLE VIII
CLERIcAL (Direct)

Work Activities

Time in Minutes Costs in Cents
and Seconds and Hundredths

Min. Sec. of Cents

I .

J '

^

6.

8 .
9 .

ro .

C
C
C
C
c
C
c
C
C
c

42
42
54
?6

48
3o
oo
3o
48
36

Filing Cards
Pulling Cards
Making Card Changes
Typing Card Sets
Typing Multilith Masters
Typing LC Card Orders
Filing LC Card Orders
Pulling LC Card Orders
Filing Current Receipts in Process
Pulling Current Receipts in Process

J

4
3

oo

oo
oo
oo

r r  . 4 6
5 . 4 3
7  . 8 4
9 . 2 5
7 . 6 4
I . O O

2 . O l

I . O O

r . 6 r
|  . 2 1

SUBTOTALS 48.45

DEFINITIONS OF WORK ACTIVITIES IN TABLE VIII

r. Filing cards in the author-title, subject, and official catalogs.
z. Pulling cards from the author-title, subject, and official catalogs.

3. Making changes on the cards pulled from the author-title, subject, and official
catalogs.

4. Typing sets, temporary shelf-list cards, and temporary cards for the public catalog
according to instructions as shown on the work slip.

5. Typing Multilith stencils according to instructions as indicated in manual for
typists.

6. For those orders that were not placed at the time the book was ordered; locating
LC number, typing the order in duplicate, and sending the orders.

7. Filing LC order duplicates in the LC order file.
8. When LC orders arrive, pulling duplicates from the LC order duplicate file.

9. Filing current receipts in the in-process file.
ro. Pulling the current receipts from the in-process file according to temporary shelf

list and giving the pulled current receipts to Head, Technical Services Division.

Table VIII shows that the clericals are not doing any pre-cataloging
for the pr:ofessional cataloger. This has been changed recently. Well-
qualified and experienced clericals are now doing some pre-cataloging and
some actual cataloging.

TABLE IX
cLERTcAL (Indirect)

Work Activities

Time in Minutes Costs in Cents
and Seconds and Hundredths

Min. Sec. of Cents

I .

a

I

J

(c)
(c)

Sorting Mail
Miscellaneous

54
T2

3 . 8 2
6 . 4 s

ro .25
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DEFINITIONS OF WORK ACTIVITIES IN TABLE IX

r. Sorting all mail that comes directly to the Cataloging Department'

z. All other work related to routine procedures in the Cataloging Department'

TABLE X

CATALOGING DtrPARTMENT SUMMARY TABLE
--

Time in Minutes Costs in Cents

Work Activities
and Seconds

Min. Sec.
and Hundredths

of Cents

D. Cataloging

I. Cataloging

( P )  1 6
(c)  24
(P) 27
(c) s

6  76 .39
6 48.+5

2 2  1 3 8 . 8 5
6  r o . z 5

TOTALS 40 27 3-94
OR $2.74

Mechanical Preparations and Supplies

the main or divisional libraries.
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(The Library has a miscellaneous budget number with a certain amount
of money set aside for these supplies).

. Costs for depreciation, plant and equipment improvement, and utili-
ties have not been considered in this study.

The following tables represent the costs involved in the mechanical
preparations of new books and of supplies incurred during the period of
the study (July, r96o-June, 196r)

TABLE XI

""."^"t""t ",1"1ltnerrolls(Direco

Work Activities

Time in Minutes Costs in Cents
and Seconds and Hundredths

Min. Sec. of Cents

r. (C) Mechanical Preparation 4 oo
and Processing

8 . 3 2

2 0 3z. (C) Multilithing of Card Set o 48

SUBTOTALS ro .  35

TABLE XII
MEcrrANrcAL 

"REpARATroNs 
(Indirect)

Time in Minutes Costs in Cents

48

DEFINITIONS OF WORK ACTIVITIES IN TABLE XI
r. Typing of-card and pocket, marking of call number on spine, pasting card pocket

and date-d"e.slip inside back cover, property stamping, sheltacking, a-nd rouiing to
main or divisional library.

z. Multilithing at a rate of 75 sets of (8) cards per hour. cost includes the labor of the
_ Multilith Supervisor @ gz.zo per hour (3.661 per min.); of the Assistant Multilith
Ope ra to r .@f i . 4  pe rhou r ( z .35 f , pe rm in . ) ; and -o f  t hec ie r i ca l ass i s t an t  @#r . z1pe r

hour (z.o8l  per min.) .

Work Activities
and Seconds

Min. Sec.
and Hundredths

of Cents

I .  ( P ) Decisions on Mechanical Pre-
parations and Processing o 12

Binding of New Books o 48
Maintaining Records r oo

a

3 .
(c)
(c)

r . 3 6
r . 6 6
2 c ' 8

SUBTOTALS 5 r o

DEFINITIONS OF WORK ACTIVITIES IN TABLE XII
r. Administration and s_upervision of book preparation which concerns marking,

binding, routing and all other aspects involved.-
z. Binding paperback titles in Gaylamount pamphlet Binders and sending selected

paperback books to bindery.
3. Maintaining records of the mechanical preparations involved and all other related

work,
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TABLE XIII
SUPPLY COSTS

Supply Units

Costs in Cents
and Hundredths

of Cents

r. Materials for Marking and Binding
z. Order and Request Forms and Miscellaneous Supplies
3. L. C. Cards
4. Multilith Master
5. Blank Catalog Cards for Multilithing
6. Bibliographic Subscription Costs

6 . 8 2
2  , 1 2
8 . o o
o .  r 5

3 . 1 2
2 r , 3 0

TOTAL 4 r . 2 r

DEFINITIONS OF SUPPLY UNITS IN TABLE XIII

r. Cost of the following materials used in the marking and binding department: (Ordered

from Gaylord)
Magic Mend liquid adhesive, Gaylo general purpose adhesive, Magic mending tape,
double-stiched binder, marking board, binding bone, electric erasers, white adhesive

cloth, end paper, thread, thimbles, needles, bookcraft saw, pastecloth, glass paper

weights, lacquer thinner, Gaylamount Pamphlet Binders, transfer paper (black and

white), Spraylon, desk tape dispensers, Mystic tape (maroon, white, navy, blue,
brown), Bookcraft folders, paste brushes, drill points, scissors, Gaylamount picture

envelopes, electric stylus;
(Ordered from Demco)
Radiant White lettering ink, black India ink, Norbond library plastic adhesive,
Fastape, Scotch plastic mending tape, removable blade steel erasers, book pocket

strips (purchased in quantities of 5,ooo units @ $245 per/M), Paramount book
pockets (purchased in quantities of 5o,ooo units @ $5.9o per/M), pressure-sensitive

call number labels (purchased in quantities of z,ooo units @ $2.25 per/M);
(Ordered from Black Star Products)
Flag-its (green, dark blue, orange, black, red, light blue)

z, Cost of the following supplies used in the catalog and order department: Multiple-
order forms (purchased in quantities of roo,ooo units @ $ro.58 per/M from Moore
Business Forms, Denver), two-part order request forms (printed by the Duplicating
Services Department), practice cards-medium weight, pre-punched, blue and
salmon (ordered from Gaylord in quantities of r,ooo units @ $e.+Spre/M), catalog
guide cards-buff-colored (Gaylord), tilted tab guides (Gaylord), non-glare celluloid
protectors (Demco), regular, expanded, and special envelopes for multiple-order
forms (Rockmont Envelopes, Denver);
The following miscellaneous supplies (ordered through the central purchasing office
and warehouse):
Paper: onion skin, yellow, blue, green, pink, bond, letterhead, memo (long and
short), carbon, adding machine, duplicating;
Envelopes: long and short, interoffice; pencils, typerwriter ribbons and erasers,
stamp pads and ink, staples, paper clips, mailing labels, time sheets (for student
assistants).

3. Average cost of first L.C. card, taking into consideration the cost of those which
have two or more cards to complete main entry.

4. Cost of Plastiplate Multitith stencils (purchased from Remington Rand in 9o box
units-roo sheets per box, 5 stencils per sheet-@ $6.56 per/box).

5. Cost per set of 8 of medium weight, too/s new rag, cream-white, pre-punched- 
library cards (purchased from Walker-Goulard-Plehn, New York, io quantities of

roo,ooo units @ $3.9o perlM).
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6. The figure quoted concerns the annual subscription costs of the following biblio-
graphical tools directly concerned in the processing of books (the cost of purchasing
the basic sets, i.e., the L.C. Catolog, is not included):

American Book Publishing Record (ro copies used as a review media); .4zs-
tralian National Bibliography; Bibl,io; Books in Print; Boohseller; British
National Bibliography; C.B.I.; Deutsche Bibliographie; Fochbuch-Systemali,k;
L.C. Catal,og of Boohs; Subjects; Notionol tlnion Catal,og; P.T.L.A.; Paper
Bound. Books in Print; Publisher's Weekly; Reference Cotalog of Current Litera-
ture; Sabject Guide to Boohs in Print; Tertboohs in Print; Whitaher's Cumula-
tiae Book List.

TABLE XIV
MECIIANICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUPPLY

SUMMARY TABLE

Time in Minutes Costs in Cents
and Seconds and Hundredths

Work Activities Min. Sec. of Cents

D. MechanicalPreparations
I .  MechanicalPreparat ions

4  4 8  r o . 3 5
o  t 2  r . 3 6
|  4 8  3 . 7 4

(c)
( P )
(c)

SUBTOTALS 48 r 5 . 4 5
OR g . r5

Supplies 4 r . 2 r
OR $.+t

TOTALS 5 6 . 6 6

Conclusions

From the foregoing break-down table it will be noted that each phase
of Technical Services has, to our knowledge, been dealt with in consid-
erably more detail than in other studies which have been published to
date. To produce complete figures for the Technical Services Division will
require similar procedures in areas referred to earlier, i.e., out-of-print
materials, serials, gifts and exchanges, etc.

Summarizing results from departmental figures indicated in the tables:
all Order Department activities per book took 32 minutes, 54 seconds and
cost $r.o3 for professional and non-professional time; in the Cataloging
Department a cost of $2.74 f.or 72 minutes 40 seconds resulted; Mechanical
Preparations and Supply activities totalled 6 minutes 48 seconds at a cost
oI g6( per book. Table XV shows the overall toral cosr of preparing a new
non-fiction title at the University of Denver Libraries to be $4.33.

In studying the tables, it is believed rhar some changes could be made,
especially in the Cataloging Department. Procedures in the Order Depart-
ment are usually defined quire clearly so rhat any increased efficiency
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TABLE XV
TECIINICAL SERVICES DIVISION

FINAL SUMMARY TABLE

Time
Hrs. Min.

Cost
Dollars and CentsSec.

Order Department
Cataloging Department
Mechanical Preparation
Supplies

37 54
72 40
6 + 8

r . 0 3
a  a A

. r 5

. 4 r

GRAND TOTALS J I + .J . )

would be involved in the flow of work rather than in changing the type

librarian to a minimum.

action type of charging is now used.
At this point no suggestion is being put forth that comParisons be

made, as it is realized that it is impossible to know the methods of com-
puting or all the cost factors which have been considered in the'PrePara-
tion of other published reports. However, in the past, final figures in sorne
of these studies have ranged from $r.76 per volume in some public
libraries to $7.oo in some of the larger university libraries.
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No claim is made that the conditions of the study or its findings are

with increasing demands being put on libraries in the teaching Processes,
few academic libraries can afford technical processes which are inefficient
and of undue cost.

Knowing that the American Library Association is constantly working
on the establishment of quantitative and qualitative standards in all
possible phases of library operations, perhaps an attempt on their Part
to accumulate whatever detailed unpublished reports that may exist in
various types of libraries would produce surprising results and help for-
ward their work. University of Denver Libraries, for one will be glad to
supply information for exchange purposes with A.L.A. and with other
libraries.

r. Maceuarrie, catherine. ""*, ,"**;)llt"ro..t"*, cataloging and Preparations
in Southern California Libraries." Library Resources and Technical Seraices,6:95o.
Fall r916z.

z. University of Denver. University Libraries Division of Technical Services. Manu,al for
Ti.me and, Moti.on Stud.ies. 196o. (Mimeographed)

3. Pierce, Watson O'D. Work Measurement in Public Libraries: A Reuieu and Manual
on Time Studies and lAork Units , . . in Certain Public Libraries. New York, Social
Science Research Council, rg4g. (Mimeographed)

NEW BOOK SELECTION JOURNAL
Backed by a Council on Library Resources grant of gr5o,ooo, ACRL has

established a monthly journal to assist in book selection. Ahhough directed pri-
marily to undergraduate college and university libraries with an annual book
budget of $3o,ooo o'r less, it is expected to be of help to public libraries having
similar book requirements.

Editorial offices will be in the Olin Library of Wesleyan University, Middle-
town, Conn., and the publication will be edited by Richard K. Gardner, formerly
Librarian of Marietta College in Ohio.

The date when publication will commence and the annual subscription fee
will be announced.
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Further Costs of Card Reproduction
HrnvreN R' Sronlr, SuPeruisor

C atalo g-O r der Diaision
Madison Publi'c LibrarY

Madison, Wisconsin

of its total use.
This study is a comparison of the cost of LC printed cards and our

own macle by the Mutiitith process. Eight is the number used for an

average set of cards. The LC cost for the first card is .o7 cents and .o5

cents each for the next seven, a total of .42 cents per average set'
During the period studied, 66,666 cards were made from 8689 masters

in z3r t7u hours. The breakdown of cost is:

Proofsheets
Running time z3r r/3 hours @ $2.5o
Miscellaneous, start, stop, cleanup, etc. 7z hours
Card cost, per rooo-$5.9o plus 5/6 waste

(69,999 cards)
8689 masters (4oo per box @ $7.5o)
Supplies and solutions
Machine depreciation ($rzoo. in 6 years, pro-rated)
Machine service and parts (pro-rated)

$r ,649.23 divided by 66,666 equals
.o2474 multiplied by 8 equals

$  87 .oo
578.33
r8o.  oo
4 r 3 . o o

1 6 z . 9 o
42.Oo
96.oo
90. oo

8689 mult ipl iedby .zzz equals

$r ,649.23 total cost
.02474 cost per caro
. r98 cost per set
,222 savings per set

$r ,gz8.96 savings per period.

The machine cost (in round figures) $rzoo. Thus for the year 196z
the card production alone was worth the price.
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West German and U. S. Book Costs as
Comparative Factors in Book Budgets

Manrrrre Cnrconnt, Assistant Chief , Acquisitions Diaision
(Jniuersity of lVashington I'ibrary, Seattle

of years the Cost of Library Materials Index Committee gathered the
figures which were published by the U. S. Office of Education, Library
Services Branch in 196r.2 This Fall LSB will include a cost index of West
German book prices as well. (For a summary, see Table L) No determina-
tion has been possible as yet as to the number of libraries which used the
compilation, or how and to what extent its information has been applied.

The cost study can be a useful and powerful tool if it is understood
both in its simplicity, and in its wider ramifications. Since the publication
of the data on West German book prices in the Winter Issue of LRTS'
1969, some factors common to both American and West German book
prices can be pointed out on a comparative basis. The comparison is non-
competitive, since a library which buys a German book does so for the
sake of the book's content and not because it is less expensive than an
American title. As a tool of communication, the book represents the work
of man in every field of human endeavor; it expresses the insights of poets,
novelists, artists, scientists, and researchers regardless of national origin'
As such it transcends the economic aspects so that it does not become
directly competitive on the world market in the way of other goods.

From a review of the index numbers which are computed for total cost
prices annually,s the over-all picture shows that in r96o American libraries
were paying $r5o.8o for the same number of West German books which
cost $roo in 1954. A review of the American book price index for those
years gives a different result. American libraries were paying $rz8.7o in
196o for the same number of books they were able to purchase for $roo in
rg54.a For the American buyer, American book prices have increased at a
Iesser rate than West German prices. By 196r American book prices rose
and West German book prices fell sufficiently so that the percent of in-
crease since ryg4 for each met and crossed. American book prices rose to

$r4z.8o while West German book prices fell to $14r.6o for books which
cost $roo in rg54. While it is the percentage of increase expressed in index
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of cost increases related to prices only. West German book imports to
the U.S. are great enough io make them important in many library
budgets.

Increased title production in Germany as well as in the U.S. broadens
the base from whiih librarians make their selection of books. In order to

keep a library's collection in tune with the thought trend and research of

todiy, current in-print book purchasing exPands with the multiplicity
of areas in which these thoughts are expressed. Is it possible for a responsi-
ble librarian to bypass worthwhile publications in sociology, for instance,
on the,grouncls that his budget allocation did not allow for the dramatic
increase of titles in that field? Cost increases to libraries are affected by
the overall increase in title production as well as by the expansion of
publications in important areas. The I/.N. Statistical Yearbook, the
American Library and Booh Trade Annual, and UNESCO's Basic Facts
and Figures give book production information which invites comparison.

Certain distortion-inducing factors remain to be adjusted in the future.
One such factor which we must take into account in comparing inter-
national book production data is that the reported figures indicate the
number of titles published, but not the size of the edition. Another is the
fact that West German reporting includes pamphlets and government
publications of 48 pages or less in its total. The tables on book produc-
tion in the American Library and Book Trade Annual and in the U.N.
Statistical Yearbooh in their double entry tabulation and lacunae, reflect
the difficulties of their common source, the UNESCO Basic Facts and
Figures.In the West German Booksellers Association's annual, Buch und
Buchhandel in Zahlen, figutes are calculated from this total production.
Ffowever, this annual also includes a table of book production based on
U.N. standards of 49 pages or more. Why this figure is not reported to
UNESCO instead of the greater one, I do not know. On that basis the
volume of West German and U.S. book production is almost equal.

By title count, West German book production has nearly reached its
post-World War I and pre-World War II size, which is to say, economic
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Title Production of Books of 49 Pages or More

West GermanY United States

rg54 r r ,608
1955 r2 ,39r
1956 rz ,6o6
r957
r958
r959

12 '359
r5,382
r r ,984

1 3 , r 4 2
13,462
r4,8763
r 5 , O r 2 x
r 8 , 060+*

1960 r7 ,5o8
r96r r8 ,  r 48

*See Bouker Annual of Librory anil Book Trade Information, 1963, p' 88, footnote 9'

for categories omitted.
*+Source: Publishers' lI/'eekly, January 2r, rg63t p. 40.

normality.G This statement is not qualified in any way in the original

context. It seems to me therefore thtt it cannot have been made on a per

den Deutschen Buchhand'el, Frankfurt, of January r5, 1963, also belong

Niemeyer, Kiepenheuer, Quelle und Meyer, Fischer, and Hirzel' Only

Insel Verlag his a legal aglreement with East Germany for the use of its

name.
Dr. Hans Wockener, editor of Buch since 1958, estimates that West

number of titles is the mark of a growth industry which has reached its

full level of production.
In order to make international book publishing statistics directly com-

parable, a committee of experts met in Paris on e_qril 11-1t,-rg6r, to
dru* ,rp a proposal for formal recommendation by UNESCO. The pro-
posal covered definitions for books, pamphlets, serials, newspapers, and
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publishing terms. After UNESCO member countries have had an op.
portunity to comment, the proposal will be placed before the general
conference of UNESCO for finai action.e Accoiding to the Report of the
Director-General of UNESCO which covers activities in 196z, the "Gen-
eral Conference, at its twelfth session, decided 'that the international in-
strument (for this standardization) shall take the form of a recommenda-
tion to Member States within the meaning of . . . the Constitution'. Con-
sequently, the Conference authorized the Director-General 'to convene
the special committee provided for in Article ro . . to prepare a draft
recommendation for submission to the General Conference at its thir-
teenth session' ".10

Figures according to UNESCO-recommended standards have been
adopted to a greater or lesser extent by various countries. West Germany
gives title production figures on the UNESCO basis in irs own publication,
but does not report them to UNESCO. The United StateJ adheres to

Available figures are not comparable, except by inference, of the rela-
tive spending by American libraries for U.S. publications with West Ger-
man imports. The U.S. statistical breakdown of available book produc-
tion figures varies from year to year. However, in rg5g it was possible
to omit the same categories which were omitted in "The Cost of Library
Materials" published by the U.S. Office of Education, and recently issued
by the Bowker Company,l2 and in LRTS on \A/est German book prices.l3
Based on these omissions, American libraries spent $8l,oooooo in 1959
on American publications.la The categories of university press books,
subscriptions, book clubs, paperbounds, juveniles under $r, and textbooks
have been omitted. The omissions account f.or zg.8/o of the total estimate,
based on industry sales. In 196r a rough estimate of the over-all library
market put the figure at $136,rzz,ooo total,l5 or a z8/o increase. If we
assume that the corrected increase according to selected categories has
kept pace with this figure, then a comparison with the increase in West
German imports is possible. (Table II.) West Germany constirutes the
second langest source of imported books after Great Britain. In 196r
the U.S. spent gg,775,lgz for the import of German books. This figure is
based on the official German government tables,16 and differs dramatically
from the U.S. government evaluation. The discrepancy between this
amount and the $r,989,728 cited as book imports from West Germany
stems from the definition used by the Bureau of the Census, as described
earlier. As a market for West German books, as well as for periodicals,
the U.S. ranks third after the natural market in Austria and Switzerland.
With an import figure of rr.8/o of. the total West German book export,
comprising DM 15,16z,ooo 17 it is safe to assume that librarians repre-
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senting institutions of various kinds are responsible for the major part
of this amount. The fact that many libraries deal with European agents
accounts for the difierence in U.S. and West German government statistics.

Unlike other commodities. in the case of books the size of the ex-

period. Over the span from ryfi/bb to 196r American libraries spent ap-
proximately ryr.o/o more on U.S. publications, and 694'8/o more on

and Juveniles show an appreciable increase. Despite these rises, other
subjett areas experienced a decrease which accounts for the over-all de-
cline in the Cost Index. Literature, as a subject, has been reduced to
nearly the 1954 level, with an increase to double its title production in

r 9 6 r .
With this proven increase in interest in West German publications by

TABLE I

COST OF LIVING AND BOOK PRICE INDEXES FOR WEST GERMANY

1954 : roo

Cost of Living Index
1 9 5 4 . . . . . . . . . . . r o o
1 9 5 5 .  .  r o l .  I
1 9 5 6  . .  . .  r o 4 . 3
r g 1 7 . . .  . .  . . r o 6 - 6
1 9 5 8 . . . . . .  . . . . r o 9 . 9
1 9 5 9 . .  . . . .  . r l r . o
1 9 6 o .  .  .  . r r z . 6

roo
.  .  t r 8 .  r
. . r 2 5 - 3

.  . . . r 4 O . O

. .  . .  1 6 0 ' 7
. .  1 4 6  o

. . - . . r o o
r t6 .z

. . . . .  1 2 3 . 9

.  r 3 8 . o

.  . . . r 5 o  8
t4 r .6

Book Price Index in DM Book Price Index in U.S. $

r96r . r r 4  |

1 9 5 4 . . .
r955
r956

1 9 5 8 .  . .

196o.
196r .

r954
1 9 5 5 . . . . .
1 9 5 6 . .  . .

1 9 5 8 . . . . .

1 9 6 o . . .
196r.  .

COST OF LIVING AND BOOK PRICE INDEXES FOR THE U. S. A.

1954 : roo

Cost of Living Index
1 9 5 4 . . . . . . . . . . . r o o
1 9 5 5 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  r o r . 9
1 9 5 6 . . . .  . . r o 3  4
r g 1 7 . .  . . . . r o 6 - 9
1 9 5 8 . . . .  . . . r o 9  9
1 9 5 9 . . . . . . . .  . . r r o . 9
1 9 6 o . . . . . . . .  . . r r z . 6
1 9 6 r . . . . . . . .  . r r 3 . 7

Book Price Index
1 9 5 4 . . . . . . . . . . . r o o *

1 9 5 6 . . . .  . . r r 3 . 3

r 958

r96o
t96r

r u  5 . 8

.  t z 8  . 7

.  r 4 z  . 8

*At an assumed price of $4.o7 for the 1954 base year.
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American libraries, it is well to keep in mind a Particulal library's needs

when applying these findings to itj budget. The value of the study lies

in its appti."iiott, t.mpered by understanding of its shortcomings and

merits.

TABLE II
BooK TMPoRTS FRoM wEsr GERMANY To u' s'*=--

Increase in /, Increase in

$ * * f i f fDM

r954
r955
r956
r957
r958
r959
r96c
r96r

z , r 5 6 , o o o
I ,975,ooo
z ,986,ooo
3 , r 7 9 , o o o
8 r522 ,ooo

IO,  O52 ,  OOO
r r r 5 o I , O O O
r 5 , r 6 2 , o o o

5 r 3 , 8 6 r
469,359
7ro,25o
756,538

z , o 3 z , 3 z 6
2 ,4O5,O4r
2  '757 ,479
3 , 7 7 5 , 7 9 2

G44,soz)
z4o,89r

46,288
t  ,275,788

3 7 2 , 7 r 5
352,438

r , o r 8 , 3 r 3

( -8.o2%)
5r.3 7o
6 - s  %

t68.6 /o
18.3 7o
14.7 7o
37.o 70

TOTAL 3 ,26 r  , g3 l 6s+'8 7o

*source: Buch und, Buchhand.el. in Zahlen, Brirsenverein des Deutschen Buchhandels.
**Computed on the current exchange rate for each year. Source: FetJeral Res. Bull'
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A Question of Completeness
Menrnrte CHrconnr, Assistant Chief , Acquisitions Diaisi.on

Uniaersity of Washington Library, Seattle

,-|-lHE EAST GERMAN National Bibliography's five year cumula-
I tions have recently come under attack for failing to give an accurate

picture of publications listed, and even for omitting some publications alto-
gether. This is of interest to Acquisitions librarians to the extent to
which they rely on this publication. It is also of socio.political interest
insofar as the type of bias is disclosed which is operative here. The com-
plete "open letters", reburtals, and lists of publications involved can be
found in Biirsenblatt filr den Deutschen Buchhandel, Buchhdndler-Vere-
inigung, GmbH., Frankfurt, April rr, 196g, pp.58r-587.

To summarize, the discussions began with an open letter to the Frank-
furter press in which Giinther Riihle pleaded for funds to support the
West German National Library. He particularly stressed the work of
the Library in compiling a national bibliography, which is all the more
necessary since the E.ast German Library suppresses and distorts titles in
its reporting. He cited two examples, one of which was a speech made by
Beria in r95e which was deleted from the rybt-E1 cumulation after Beria's
liquidation. Helmut R<itzsch answered. indi{iantty for the Deutsche
Biicherei, Leipzig, asserting that no omissions or wilful distorting of title
abbreviations existed in the East German Bibliography. To this the well-
known book dealer, Werner Dorn, replied in the form of an essay in
which he substantiated and enlarged ?he original charges of distortion
with well-documented proof.

He did not lay the blame on the librarians who compiled the bibti-
ography, but on the party system which subordinates these aspects of li-
brarianship to its political aims, with all their changeability. Each of the
r7 examples cited has the communist state as its subject. Of those where
subtitles were omitted, the following citation is an example:

Backhaus, Wilhelm: Begegnung im Kreml. So wurden die Gefangenen befreit.
Mit rr Abb. Ir .-a. Tsd.]-(Berl in:) Ul lstein (tgSf).SC S.,8 Taf.8o 4.8o
[Besuch d. Bundeskanzlers in l\foskau.l
WV 1955 ,  H .  52 ,  N r  r r r ;  DB  tg5 r - rg55 ,  S .  z r r
Backhaus, Wilh.: Begegnung im Kreml. Mit rr Abb.-Bln [-Tempelhof]:
Ullstein (rSff). SC S., mehr. Taf. 8o 4.8o
DN, A, ry96, H. r7, Nr ro8; DBV r95r-r9gg, S. zo4

Of those omitted, only Beria's speech appeared originally in the weekly
bibliography, the rest were never listed at all. The absurdity of two na-
tional bibliographies compedng with each other is mitigated only by the
fact that because of the larger staff available to the Last German Library,
its five year cumulation appears about a year ahead of its competitor. Its
limitations are another example of the state of affairs in Soviet teritory.
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On Ephemera: Their Collection and Use

Rrcneno C. BrnNrn, Curator of Manuscripts
Uniuersity of Washington Library, Se'attle

Often research libraries must collect the actual raw material from
which publications, as such, are produced and added to our knowledge.
To-do so, they must become involved in the total researclt process, and,
in fact, key their collecting in the p'ocess to the methods 

-of 
the social

scientist, historian, and humanist. The relations between historical
method and collecting of raw material for the historian's use is demon-
strated in this article, as a case in point.

tron.
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first will depend on a number of factors unique to his particular topic and
the nature of the sources available (and their coverage). These factors will
not be discussed here. We can assume that he plunges in, usually with
the desire to modify historical interpretation in the light of new evidence
and fresh considerations. Or, more important, he may select a subject
which has been ignored despite its significance. From these primary source
materials he will hopefully fulfill his ambition: to tell how things really
happened.

If the librarians and archivists have done a responsible job of collect-
inE, there will be an abundance of well organized manuscripts and
ephemera available. But how were they acquired? Or if not yet acquired,
how can they be?

As slighted as manuscripts are by librarians, they are at least paid
homage, for their importance to historians is relatively uncontested. But
not ephemera, for they tend to be dismissed as 'junk' mail, to be, for a
moment of glory, enshrined in a vertical file that is periodically weeded
of items for which there is little or no current demand. Often they are
received in response to a request by the library that it be placed on the
mailinE list of a particular corporate body. But experience with mailing
lists probably will show conclusively that the privilege does not assure
the receipt of all ephemera produced by the organization. The privilege
is convenient but deceptive; it is unreliable. Are there other methods for
acquiring such materials, ones that assure fuller historical documentation
of a given event? We have found that there are. To illustrate I will discuss
the experience of the IJniversity of Washington Library in collecting
manuscripts in the field of electrical power development in the Pacific
Northwest, and show how ephemera can be collected systematically as
part of a manuscripts acquisitions program, and why its collection should
be a prime objective, not merely a by-product activiry.

Hydroelectric power is one of the great natural advantages of the
Pacific Northwest; its optimum utilization has been of economic concern
throughout most of thij century. The economic, technological, and scien-
tific features are distinctively modern, and their impact on politics and
economics and their challenge to public administrators is of vast import-
ance. Much of the politics of the region cannot be understood without
referring to the enduring controversy between the advocates of publicly-
owned power and those advocatins private ownership, and to those with
different schemes for public development. Policies in administering the
water resources of the Columbia River Basin are affected by all of these
factors, political and non-political alike. Influence on rhese policies tends,
more and more, to be the foms of the respective partisans, for these poli-
cies have inter-regional (California intertie and a national power grid)
and international implications (U. S.-Canadian boundary waters) as well
as effects within the Pacific Northwest itself. It is clear that the University
of Washington Library had and has now a special respohsibility to collect
the files of as many of the parties concerned as possible; and in cases
where their acquisition was impractical or impossible, it was necessary to
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coordinate services lin this instance with the National Archives branch
in Seattle. the Bonneville Power Administration in Portland, and Tacoma

Districts' Association, the latter two groups advocating publicly-owned
power and charged with the task of formuhting goals, handling research
and publicity, and coordinating efiorts among their member organiza-
tions.

We have learned from collecting and processing these files that
ephemera form an indispensable part of the documentation needed for
res€rarchers who are to tell how things really happened and how the pres-
ent is unfolding.

What kind of ephemera? Well, much of that which is usually regarded
as such, but in addition much that falls somewhere between manuscript

linkages between political action and public policy, historically or con-
temporaneously. Without this material, the historian's task of relating the
events of his study must remain more speculative than it should, for pre-
cise chronology and interconnections depend heavily upon such docu-
mentation. With a complete file of circular letters, minutes, and the like
he can trace a line of development with greater certainty. True, much
will not be determined positively even from this type of material, but the
basic relationships can be established. It is to manuscripts the researcher
must turn to learn the more subtle aspects of his problem. But manuscripts
are often more fragmentary (in a documentary sense) and many times do
not provide the consecutiveness that is required. Newspaper reports help
in this, but ephemera of the type mentioned lie closer to the participants
in an event, and for that reason, more truly reflect their motives, their in-
terplay, and culmination in an actual policy. Manuscripts (correspond-
ence, memoranda, etc.) of course are nearest the participants and, when
available, they can reduce the speculative element in historical research
to its minimum, and when they are less consecutive than they should be,
serial and other ephemera produced by corporate bodies, in shaping
thought and defining policies, can help fill the void in an integral manner.

* Seattle City Light's first superintendent, rgrr-37 and the first administrator of
BPA, rg3T-gg; Seattle City Light and Superintendent Ross were two of the mainstays of
the national public power movement in the rgzo's and rg3o's.
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Papers of the Washington Pub,lic Utility Districts' Association will
illustrate the point. The Association, since its formation in rg38, has
produced and still produces a number of serial-type of ephemera in pro-
cessed and 'slick' forms, as well as separate items. To my knowledge prac-
tically none of this has been systematically collected by any library, for
much of it was issued primarily for internal use. Our task is to collect it.
For example: minutes of meetings are now mimeographed for internal
circulation (many of the early ones are in manuscript form). A Commis-
si.oners Letter was produced in serial form during the first ten years, first
in mimeographed form, later in slick form. Public Power Nezus began
in newspaper tabloid form, but has been mimeographed and now appears
in a slick edition. Mimeographed ephemera of non-serial type are repre-
sented by news releaseg reports, articles, and various forms of campaign
literature reflecting the formation of public utility districts or some aspect
of the controversy between the advocates of publicly owned and privately
owned power. One can see from these illustrations the interdependence
of material and how this interdependence makes it a logical extension of
a manuscripts collecting program.

The Library's manner of collecting it has been threefold: to become
the official depository for the Washington Pub.lic Utility Districts' Associa-
tion and thus receive its office files and all of its ephemera; to contact
people who have been active in the organization for their personal files,
including the above mentioned ephemera; and to become the official de-
pository for various public utility districts in western Washington. Wash-
ington State University is following a similar policy for public utility dis-
tricts in eastern Washington.

From this initial interest in collecting manuscripts and ephemera re-
lating to hydroelectric power, it was logical to broaden the scope to in-
clude water resources generally. As the official depository for Columbia
Basin Inter-Agency Committee manuscripts and ephemera (including
processed publications) we have become interested in ephemera produced
by comparable agencies: the Missouri Basin Inter-Agency Committee and
Northeastern Resources Committee. They are all sending us current and
back files of their materials. We are also contacting private organizations,
analogous to trade associations, and pressure groups. The central principle
of acquisitions is clear: to fan out from a strong core collection in every
direction that is a logical extension of it; in a phrase: to build on strength.

It is clear that the overall objective in this collecting program is to
have the research materials represent as fully as possible the whole web of
activity of these participants in history-making. Many p.rivate power
or.ganizations have their own archives, many of which may be opened to
researchers, ultimately, if not now. The fact that they are presently oper-
ating tends to restrict access to their files in a way that is not true of public
power bodies. Ifowever, if he is denied access to all the documentation he
feels is desirable, the researcher must then stretch his imagination and be
a little more speculative, but he will at leasr find it possible to tell more
truly how things really happened.
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Some mention should be made of the private collector of ephemera as
a potential source for the institutional repository. Often people will col-
lect everything they can lay hands upon if it ties in with their interests:
theater programs, dissident political movements-an endless list of topics.
Rich collections can be obtained from such persons, collections that could
not otherwise be obtained by the repository.

Lest the reader receive the impression that the author recommends
the collection of all ephemera, let it be made clear that collecting should
be selective; it cannot reasonably be otherwise. Selectivity should be on
the basis of the institution's educational and research objectives. Ilowever,
selection should be conceived in broad terms that anticipate the future
and that are dynamic in the sense that much initiative should come from
the library in formulating these goals.

CATALOG CODE REVISION: CHICAGO 1963

The Steering Committee of the CCS Catalog Code Revision Committee met
in Washington in May and at Chicago prior to and during the ALA Conference.
Also the full Committee met July rz-r3. Noel Sharp and Philip Escreet of the
(British) Library Association were able to artend the July meetings of both Com-
mittees; and Hugh Chaplin of the British Museum was able to attend one July
meeting of the Steering Committee.

Sumner Spalding, Editor of the Code, presented the committees with a revised
version of the chapter on headings for corporate bodies and an initial version of
a chapter on headings for persons. Much interest centered in the compromise
rule providing an exception to the general approach to entry for corporate bodies.
This exception would allow entry under place for "institutions" in such a way
as to result in least cost of change to the Library of Congress and other research
libraries. The Library of Congress submitted an alternate version of Mr. Spald-
ing's rule. After Iengthy discussion, the Committee decided ro postpone a decision
till the Britistr Committee had also had a chance to prepare its own version of
this rule. Broadly speaking, the British representatives presently prefer to follow
the Paris Statement (entry directly under name for all corporate bodies) more
closely than either the Spalding or the LC version of this rule would allow.

In the personal names chapter perhaps the most significant feature approved
by the Committee calls for entry under an anglicized form o{ name which has
replaced in conventional English usage the form used by the author-e.g., entry
under "Iforace" rather than entry under "Horatius."

The CCS Executive Committee and the Steering Committee agreed to change
the time table. Originally Mr. Spalding was to submit a completed drafr to the
CCS Executive Committee at Midwinter 1964; this drafr will now be subrnitted
at the St. Louis Conference in the summer of ry64. The code will include rrrles
for description; Bernice Field's CCS Descriptive Cataloging Committee in this
country and a British LA committee under Mary Piggott are working on this
section.

Mr. Spalding will attend a meering of the British Commimee in the Fall, and
it is expected that there will again be British delegates to the Midwinter meetings
of the Committee.-Paul S. Dunkin.
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Local Autonomy

RoNer-l Flecrnn' Assistant Professor
School ol Li'brarianshi'P

The [Jniaersitv of British Columbia
Vancouuer, B. C., Canada

TTtHE BOROUGH FATHERS of Englewood Clifis, N' J', must surely

I be proud of themselves. The prestige of their fair community has been

g-i*t u 
'boott, 

free of charge, sn.h ut few communities could afford to

ioster had they to hire a flR firm to spread their name in the "righ!"

circles. I understand that Englewood Ciifis, N. J., is largely a bridgeside

residential suburb for upper t11'iaat" class commuters to New York City and

other nearby industriaf i..tt"tt. The residents have, perhaps, some justi

fiable claim to a high level of education, but what other American "bed-

room suburb" of fdwer than z,ooo inhabitants, lacking any educational

facility more prerentious than a good high school, has become interna-

tionaliy known as a center from i,vhich knowledge is spread-around the

world? What engineer in Manila or Cairo has not refreshed his gtasp of

some phase of his work using a book
Nor are the borough fathers likely t
lar" works bring the name of Engle
public. At present some 65o new titl
of copies of each bearing the euphot
of suburban quiet and pleasant scenery.

Far be it fiom me to object to the harmless practice, sanctified by the

heary weight of tradition, of including the publishers' geographic loca-

rion on thi title-pages of their books. And if this time-honored practice

once required the house of Prentice-Hall to print "New York"-in each of

its publications, it now presumably demands that the location of the

majbr part of its operations away from the metropolis be similarly recog-

nized. But while holdin€i no personal brief against a locality which doubt-

less ofiers inducements besides mole room for expansion and lower prop-

erty taxes, I am seriously beginning to question why thousands of li-

brarians should continue the free advertisement of Englewood Cliffs, N. J.,
on tens of thousands of catalog cards.

I hope the borough fathers of Englewood Clifis, N. J., and the house
of Prentice-Hall wif forgive me if I seem to have treated them a trit
roughly, but I think they well serve to illustrate a few of the problems
which have led me, with that strict impartiality which befits librarians
generally and catalogers especially, to have serious second thoughts about
the inclusion of. any place name as a matter of principle in the imprint
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transcribed onto a modern catalog card. Catalogers have, after all, taken
over unquestioningly many elements of bibliographic description from ffa-
ditional methods of book identification whose ends are not entirely the
same as ours. Perhaps more to the point, the importance of tradition and
continuity in the practice of cataloging, which rightly tends to make in-
stinctive reactionaries of us, has led us to carry the solutions of the bibli-
ographer's past needs over into the cataloger's present, and rapidly chang-
ing, situations-sometimes with reason, sometimes not.

Priority of Imprint Elements

Admittedly, the place where a manuscript exists is, and always has
been, a vital element in its identification. Even the place where it was
made is a very useful bit of information if it can be ascertained. As so
often, through one of those historic analogies which are never clear after-
wards because they were so natural at the time, the place of printing, then
of publication, of a printed work became as fixed an element in its de-
scription as a location was in the description of a unique manuscript-but
without quite the same sanction of reason.

An argument could be raised, of course, for identifying a printed work
by place in the earlier period of printing, especially for as long as Europe
shared a common language of scholarship. As long, too, as publishing,
bookselling, and printing were largely confined to one or two p actitioners
in each city, whose names were not too well known outside their local
areas, and whose functions in the dissemination of the printed word were
not difierentiated or well defined, the place name may justifiably have
been considered a more useful part of the work's description than the
name of one who might have been either one of many printers, one of
many booksellers who handled it on contract, or even the silent partner
who put up the capital. But as for the still-too-often-seen citation includ-
ing this kind of imprint: "London, r956"-well! Long clo we adhere to
our traditions!

Fortunately, American cataloging practice, at least, had its origins in
an era when even "Philadelphia, 1789" was manifestly insufficient for
complete identification, and the name of a publisher, by then well de-
fined as to his duties and accepted as the ultimate source of the book for
ordering purposes, was accepted in principle as almost as important an
element in the required imprint. "Almost", yes, but not quite, as I in-
terpret the Litrrary of Congress' current Rules f or Descriptiue Cataloging.
Else why would the order of priorit ies be so obvious in rule 3:ro:C?

If the place of publication is not known, the place of printing is used as the
probable place of publication; if neither is known, the place is represented by the
abbreviation "n.p." for "no place." Lack of a publisher is not indicated.

Who Is the Publisher?

Perhaps it is right that a Canadian librarian should call attention to
the increasing illogicality of the present use of place names in bibliogra-
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phical description for library catalogs. In a country where the vast ma-
jority of all books sold are imported from either the United States or
Great Britain, but where virtually all of these imported books are tech-
nically "published" in Toronto for the Canadian market, the whole issue
of a place name printed in the book becomes doubly confused. As I have
pointed out elsewhere, with specific examples,l there are books published
in Toronto in which that place name appears on the title-page, in which
it appears on the verso of the title-page among the various addresses of
the originating British or American publisher, in which it appears on a
label pasted to the original title-page (or, for that matter, almost anywhere
else a shipping clerk may happen to open the book to paste it), and in
which it does not appear anywhere. There are even books bearing the
place name "Toronto" on their title-pages, by way of cornpany address
only, which are not published in Toronro and are, indeed, legally ex-
cluded from the Canadian market.

This Canadian situation is not merely a local peculiarity, but a symp,
tom of an irrevocable publishing trend. Quite a number of houses, both
British and American, now advertise the international span of their corpo-
rate activities by noting all their world-wide addresses either on rhe recro
or the verso of their title-pages as a matrer of principle, regardless of
whether or not they have market rights in each country named for the
individual work bearing rhese addresses. The crux of the problem of
imprint in current bibliographical description is the meaning of the word

LC card 6z-z6rg (abbreviated)
Oosterwal, Gottfried.

People of the Tor . . . Assen, Van Gorcum [196z, "196r]
293p.
Imprint covered by label: New York, Humaniries Press.

LC card 6z-r798 (abbreviated)
Cadogan, Sir Edward Cecil George.

Before the deluge. . .  London,  J .  Murray [ "19,6r ;  label :
Hollywood-by-the-Sea, Fla., Transatlantic Artsl

LC card 6z-zzgr (abbreviated)
Morgan, Ronald Ernest.

Circuit training . . . zd ed. London, G. BeIl fro6z]
"r96r; stamped: distributed by Sportshelf, New Rochelle, N.V.] [sic]

Pub lishing N ou International

The basic problem of which this format difficulty is a symptom is the
growing internationality of publishing. To illustrate: A work might be
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accepted as manuscript from its author by a British house. It is therefore
"published" in Britain. Two hundred years ago, this would have been
the end of it. Any copies imported into other parts of the English speaking
world would have come from the same publisher as copies sold in Britain,
and would probably have been part of the same edition. The local im-
porter or bookseller might or might not have pasted his label to the flyleaf
or even to the title-page, but he would not have called himself the "pub-
lisher", nor is he likely to have been such in the legal sense. And in any
case, the work was identifiable as a British publication, and the place
name "London" in a bibliographical citation to it had some real meaning
in relation to its intellectual content as well as to its physical origin.

Today, however, a British work so published in Britain stands a good
chance of being separately "published" in other parts of the world. If it is
a popular work, an American house, independent of the British originat-
ing publisher, and even without reference to him if negotiations are car-
ried out directly with the author's agent, will publish the work under its
own imprint, and have its edition domestically manufactured. An indica-
tion in bibliographical terms of the work's British origin will probably
be nowhere found in the American edition. Certainly, the name of the
originating publisher on the other side of the Atlantic is but rarely found
within the book in hand, no matter what type of contractual arrangement
led to the separate American publication, whether simultaneous or de-
layed. And whatever has been said here is equally applicable to British
editions of publications originally American.

Labels, Rubber Stam,ps, and Publication History

A less popular work often provides an even more checkered publish-
ing history. If originally published in Britain, its American "publisher"
might be a house which only imports copies of the British printing. These
may be supplied with a difierent title-page bearing the American imprint,
but this is not necessary-a pasted label or a rubber stamP may be the
only internal indication that a second "publisher" has been at work. This
is the situation which is at present causing the Library of Congress cata-
logers to come to grief, as shown in the above examples. Few catalogers
anywhere seem to have worried about the logical consequences of supply-
ing a place of publication other than that printed on the title-page. Or,
to get back to the original question raised above, who in fact do we want
to call the "publisher"? The common situation in Canada, and one well-
known elsewhere as well, is for legal publication within the country of
an imported work, to,go unrecognized within the book. No label, no rub-
ber stamp. No easy way of determining the national distributor of the
work. Finally, many technical and scientific publishers and university
presses, whose books are too well known (and in too limited demand) to
iequire such niceties as labels or cancel title-pages, "publish" identical
physical copies of their works through what are for the most part only
selling outlets scattered throughout the world. These are the houses which
most often list all their addresses, and often their agents, on the recto or
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the verso of their title-pages, thus giving the cataloger the welcome op-
portunity of "paying his money and taking his choice" of the place names
given-that is, as long as they are all on fhe recto of the title-page, where
the cataloger thinks they belong.

The trend is evident. Precisely becaus€ it was the extreme localization
of publishing in the early period of book production (up to as late as r85o
in the English-speaking world) which made the place name a useful ele-
ment in identification, this now ramPant tendency toward the interna-
tionalization of publishing and bookselling would seem to be the chief
factor in defeating the purpose of continued use of place names in cata-
loging. This internationalization may not be so strongly felt in the major
book production countries which are more self-sufficient in their publish-
ing activities; but it is becoming pronounced within the book trade of
any single language area, and is particularly so in the English-language
book world. Even American libraries do not escape it. Considering again
the works represented by the three Library of Congress cards cited above,
is it not just as likely that an American library keeping an account with
a foreign supplier would acquire from abroad the original editions of
these, rather than the "American" editions which differ only in respect
of a pasted label?

A Rule-But for lUhich Situation?

By what authority, and for what reason, does the cataloger depart from
or add to the printed title-page to indicate the addition of this label if
his library happens-probably by pure chance-to acquire the copy which
bears it? The authority in the Rules for Descriptiue Catalo'ging is pre-
sumably that most inconclusive rule, 3:r5C.3, in which the nullifying
omission is the lack of a definition of "title page information". As so often,
only a few vague examples mark a devious path toward the spirit of the
rule: perhaps this is the reason why the three cards quoted vary so greatly.
So much for authority. What about the reason? Ttre only visib,le one,
failing the missing definition, is the spirit of the last paragaph of rule

3:roA, to which I shall return momentarily; but even there the wording,
"named . . . on a title page . . ." can easily be so interpreted as to deny any
possible connection with an added label or stamp.

The cataloger may not be able to observe a very clear definition of the
word "publish", but at least he should try to adopt a consistent definition.
In the complexity of today's international publishing arrangements, it is
naive to think that one can have one's cake and eat it too, without com-
plicating the long-suftering 3 x 5 catalog card beyond all reason. There-
fore I am not criticizinE the fact that the descriptive cataloger shows an
irreducible minimum of interest in the niceties of the international pub-
lication history of the work he is cataloging. To take any greater interest
in it would indeed be a problem and a challenge worthy of his attention,
but its fruits would belong in a critical bibliography rather than in a li-
brary's card catalog. Nevertheless a Canadian humbly begs permission to
suggest that it is typical American provincialism, as evident in some sec-
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tions of the present Library of Congress Rules lor Descriptiae Cataloging,
which leads to the present state of uncertainty as to just what part the
publishing history of a work does play in our cataloging practice.

Rationali.zing the RuIe

Why, for example (to remain only with the very narrow point of the
use of a place name), if we profess only to describe adequately the physical
book in hand, should we allow the issue of plain description to be ob-
fuscated by an explanation such as this, from the first paragraph of rule

3:ro? "The place of publication, particularly if it is not a large pyblill
ing center, may suggest a probatile local viewpoint of the author." This
explanation is surely to stretch an accidental convenience into a cause,
and were there no better reason for using the place name (the only other
reason even suggested is, vaguely, "identification") this would be reason
enough to have dispensed with it long ago. The point is that even this
accidental convenience is now largely a myth. At the risk of seerning
vindictive toward poor l\{essrs. Prentice-Hall, may one ask if Englewood
Cliffs, N. J., should convey a warning of "probable local iviewpoint"?
There may have been a time when "Manchester" or "Princeton" really
placed a work as the product of sectional interest, but when Hollywood-
by-the-Sea, Fla. is part of the Amdrican imprint solely for somewhat out-
of-the-way British titles, quite often ones with a noticeable British regional
tenor, the argument no longer holds water.

This same half-hearted feeling, never clearly expressed, that some
further need beyond simple description of the physical volume in hand
should be satisfied through descriptive cataloging, appears to be the reason
for at least two further statements in the Library of Congress rules: (r)
"The description may also require that the nature and scope and trhe
bibliographical history and relationships of the work be explained." (g,t;
a statement almost consistently ignored because it is usually difficult of
application), and (z) "If a city in the United States, with or without an
American publisher, is named in a secondary position on a title page con-
taining a foreign imprint, it is included in addition to the foreign itn-
print." (3:roA) Tl-ris latter rule is essentially the same as in the Library
of Congress' "supplementary rules" printed with the American edition of
the rgoS Joint Code. It seems successfully to have withstood the drastic
move in the rg4o's away from transcription of more of the title-page than
is really of first importance.

As a national library concerned with the bibliographical control of
all books published within the United States, the Library of Congress has
perhaps justifiably included in its catalog information concerning the
American publication of a work, even when that publication is virtually
a plo forma matter. Catalogers at the Library of Congress presumably
recognize why they follow this nationalistic rule, and perhaps fastidious
American catalogers outside the Library of Congress also have some justi-
fication for adhering to it, particularly if they try to integrate their own
practices completely with the demands made by the use of Library of
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Congress cards. But it is amazing how many catalogers even outside the
United States have no notion why this paragraph of rule, 3:roA exists,
but follow it verbatim when for them it can make no sense. Furthermore,
even the spirit of the rule can have little application outside a major pub-
lishing country. Is the Canadian librarian, by analogy, to s,upply "lTo-
ronto]" on his catalog card for any imported book he purchased from its
Canadian publisher? (He would not, of course, had the same book come
direct from a British or American jobber, thus bypassing the Canadian
"publisher".)

Meanwhile, even within the United States, the publishers' tendencies
toward even the elimination of place names on title-pages, coupled with
the rise of the already mentioned vagaries with respect to the use of in-
ternational addresses in the imprint, have reduced the practical value of
this use of the place name from the somewhat haphazard value of nega-
tive evidence, which is all it ever had, to practically nothing.

Suburbs HeIp Becloud the Issue

The cataloger is still firmly, and wisely, committed to basing his cata-
log card on the information contained on the title-page of the book in
hand. Only when an essential bit of information is not there, does he seek
it elsewhere. The date of publication is one essential element with which
catalogers are suffering-but that is matter for another discussion. As for
the place name, one can no longer trust even the printed title-page with
complete assurance. Perhaps it will be this practical fact as much as all
the more complex theoretical considerations already mentioned which
will in time lead to a change in our attitude toward its use. Thus, if
"Englewood Clifis, N. J." appears on a book's title-page, it is transcribed
onto the catalog card without question, despite the fact that the house of
Prentice-Hall has retained its old New York City office, which might al-
most as easily be defended as the actual place of publication. On the other
hand, The Macmillan Co. retains "New York" on its title-pages as the
only mentioned place of publication, while almost as much of its opera-
tion as of Prentice-Hall's has been moved to the suburbs.

What, in fact, constitutes the suburbs or the metropolis any longer?
If we cite "Toronto" as the place of publication, do we mean the city of
Toronto or the corporation of Metropolitan Toronto? The house of Mc-
Clelland and Stewart no longer includes a place name on the title-pages
of its publications, whether on the recto or the verso. Yet the Library of
Congress, and probably most Canadian catalogers, have dutifully sup-
plied, in brackets of course, "[Toronto]" to this day, despite the fact that
McClelland and Stewart has had no offices in Toronto for almost ten
years. They are situared in North York, farther from the city limits of
Toronto than the house of Collins. But the latter house has chosen to
print in its publications its suburban address, "Don Mills, Ont.", and it
is so located on our catalog cards. Both these suburban places, incidentally,
are within the limits of Metropolitan Toronto.

And what about the university presses? ls it really necessary to supply
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the obvious "[Chicago] University of Chicago Press" for a growing number
of similar cases? Is it necessary even when the truth is nol so obvious, as is
the case with the Melbourne University Press, which admits on the verso
of its title-pages that it is located in "Carlton, N.g, Victoria"; or Canada's
federal Queen's Printer, whose office is in Hull, P.Q., rather than in the
capital. One could go on and on with examples, but having agreed that it
is not a part of a cataloger's task to enquire into the publication history of
a work unless the title'page is most misleading, must we really exercise
ourselves over the logical consequences of the rule which states, "If a place
or publisher that is not the first named is distinguishable by type or posi-
tion, or otherwise, as the actual or principal place or publisher, it is given
in the catalog entry . . ." (g,roA; my emphasis, again, on thewordswhich
provide the convenient loophole through which all concern over principle
can evaporate)?

What has all of this demonstrated other than the growing cornplexities
attendant on the use of p,lace names on catalog cards? Their use was no
longer straightforward even when the present Library of Congress rules
for descriptive cataloging were formulated, and with the prospect of
revision of these rules before us, catalogers must at least be aware of this.
The trends which will eventually force a change in our attitudes about
the value of the place name are beyond any cataloger's control. The grow-
ing internationalization of publishing and the disintegration of former
conventions with regard to the typographical placement of the place name
on the title-page will in time lead to the same kind of re-thinking of prin-
ciples which has recently led to the Library of Congress' decision to
specify new interpretations of rules for the choice of main entry for con-
ferences, etc., because of a remarkably similar set of circumstances to those
under discussion here

One Possible Solutiort

Whether a sweeping change from present practice will ever be desirable
for all types of libraries, when stcl:, a change will be acceptable as a result
of the perennial conflict between changing conditions and the cataloger's
very desirable demands that continuity of practice be somehow sacrosanct,
and what form a change will take, can hardly be predicted at this point.
But suppose we investigate, if only superficially, the simplest possible
remedy to the problems cited, namely dropping the place name com-
pletely from our catalog cards: a remedy long since resorted to by the Wil-
son Company and many public libraries.

First we must answer honestly the question, "Are we interested only
in the description of the physical book in hand?" I submit that for this
purpose, the name of the publisher alone is now, and has long been, satis-
factorily and unequivocally descriptive. Smaller American libraries, espe-
cially public and school libraries, have long acted on this assumption
because their purchases represent the output chiefly of well-known Ameri-
can publishers; but is the assumption not valid also for the library acquir-
ing materials from publishers in many countries? A publisher of any repu-
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tation at all is listed in many adequate directories of publishing houses
now available, so that further identification by place-which we have
noted is at best a partial identification for the many houses of international
stature-is unnecessary except in those few instances of unrelated houses
bearing the same distinctive name (e.g. Macmillan, Putnam). Of course
such houses must be geographically identified, but treating them as excep-

presses and scientific publishers.

"To ldentify and to Charactetize"

Or are we not yet willing to settle for simple identification? It is true
that more has traditionally been expected of the imprint statement on a
catalog card. But have the expectation$ nlways been valid ones, and have
they been validly answered? Take the location of the pub'lisher for order-
ing purposes, for example. Remembering that unlike the bookseller's or
publisher's catalog, the library's catalog is made for time and nor just (or
even primarily) for the present, is it useful to include an item of informa-
tion which bears no guarantee whatdver of current validity, even when it
is put onto the catalog card? The spate of mergers, name changes, dissolu-
tions, and changes of location now confronting at least the English lan-
guage book world, make it even more advisable now than for a long time
past to check the most current informalion on a publisher's status and
location for ordering purposes, rather than a catalog entry devised as a
means to identify a physical object, not its source. This is another piece of
cake that one cannot both have and eat at the same time. The identifica-
tion of the possible nationality of a really obscure publisher is one of the
more valid uses one might make of a place name, especially if the language
of the text is not a reliable indication of the place of publication; but the

place name.
Then there is the Library of Congress'hope that a place name may, at

least sometimes, help to "characterize" a work, to use the terminology of
its rule 3: ro. A place name might indeed identify, for example, a German
work as either Communist or Federalist propaganda, but surely librarians,
of all people the stern defenders of the rights of ideas to speak for them-
selves, should be the first to prevent a possibly "innocent" book from
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being "labelled" by the appearance of an incriminating "Leipzig" on a

.utui6g card which otherwise maintains such impartiality that not even a

descriptive annotation is allowed to impair it.

On,e RuIe or Two?

the circumstances,
It is evident rhat there is some reason for division of current practlce

cataloging.
yei &." within the conrexr of the present single and rather rigid

code, one can make the point of this discussion by recalling another gem

from the same timeless aiticle of Andrew Osborn 2, namely that descriptive

bibliography can have but small place in economical and efficient modern

librari cataioging. My submission is that present publishing practices are

making the iiad"itional "place of publicition" Jtatement a concern of

descriplive bibliographers, not of modern library catalogers'
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Automating Cataloging Functions in
Conventional Libraries.

Peur J. FeseNe, Cataloging Coordinator
Inf ormation Sciences Laboratory

Itek Corporation
Le x in gton, M assac huse tts

Introduction

WO YEARS AGO, Itek Corporation was awarded a contract by the
U. S. Air Force to study automatic processing of large volumes of tech-

nical information. Prime objectives of the study were:

r. Examine the methods currently used by the Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratory (AFCRL) Research Library to control mono
graphs, serials, and technical documents.

z. Investigate the feasibility of a total system of mechanized processing
routines,

3. Achieve compatibility of the Research Library with machine sys-
tems in other information processing centers.

Detailed studies and flow charts were made of acquisitioris routines, cata-
loging activities, circulation methods, and technical report distibution.

The Research Library at Lawrence G. Hanscom Field, Bedford, Mass-
achusetts, is organized to serve the AFCRL scientific community. The
Laboratories perform basic research in the physical sciences, particularly
geophysics and electronic communication. The Research Library's collec-
tion comprises some r8o,ooo monographs and bound journal volumes,
over A,2oo journal subscriptions, and 27o,ooo technical reports. Annual
acquisition rate is 2r5oo monographs, 3o,ooo issues of journals and z5,ooo
technical reports.

This paper discusses design and development work done on the Re-
search Library's monograph cataloging routines. It describes:

r. Machine-interpretable natural format-an encoded bibliographic
format which in printout is compatible with existing library records.

z. Iteh CrossfiIer-a digital machine designed and built to auromare
cataloging routines, in this application used in conjunction with
one or more tape typewriters.

* The work described in this paper was performed under contract AF 19(6o4)8438
for the U. S. Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, Bedford, Mass., and represents
the efforts of the entire Itek Project Team who participated in the contract.
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3. A machine system f or cataloging automatiorz-a number of process-

ing routines centered around the Crossfiler, having as its ultimate
ob'iective a total sysrems integration of technical processing activi-

ties.

Bachground

Many large libraries and information centers increasingly are faced

with prob'lems in the production o
acquired by a library must be catalol
existing collection. Cataloging invol
tines to create a number of bibliogrl
are filed in various catalogs and aut.
conftol each item in the library's collection. The single most important

record made in the cataloging process is the "unit catalog card ' 
-

T'he unit catalog cardls i *urter record of bibliographic information

known about an item. Specific information is extracted from it to make

sets of secondary bibliographic records called catalog card sets.
Each 3-by-5-i.tch .afo in a catalog card set contains all the unit card

informati"on, it* u distinctive heading made by exracting an item of

information from the body of the unit &rd. These added entries are used

to provide additional access points to a particular bibliograptric item.-Libraries 
make catalog cird sets in several ways; two of the most com-

mon ways in technical libraries are:

r. Manually typing each card in the set
z. Typing headings on duplicate unit cards

In both instances, original information contained on the unit card

must be retyped, which in turn requires proofreading, correcting,.etc',
and the sole product of the typing ii a visible record which can only be

used in a manual file.
Afrer intensive study of the AFCRL Research Library's pl'ocessing

routines, it was decided ihat the production of catalog cards was a critical

point in the work flow. Since it iJa typical medium-sized library, solutions

if its problems are applicab'le to libraries in general. Therefore-, a general-

ized approach to librab automation was formulated and the initial step in

the approach planned around this cataloging activity.
Sysiems engineets often fail to give proper consideration to an impor-

tant and seemingly obvious point in approaching the problem of auto-

mation in an esab,lished libiary or information center. A great deal of

efiort has been expended by librarians in analyzing and organizing the

materials acquired and in creating a card catalog to control and interpret
the collection. The possibility of replacing either the human intelligence
required to analyze materials or the card catalog itself with a computef or

an| other kind o? machine is unlikely. The initial design for amechanized
library must be compatible with the existing system and seek to supple'
ment, rather than riptace, traditional library routines. The automated
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system must allow for gradual change-over from manual to machine
routines until the most efficient degree of automation for that particular
library has been achieved. The machine system described in this paper
attempts to satisfy these basic requirements.

In this machine system, catalog card and machinable record produc-
tion are combined by using a tape typewriter. This allows the Library to
maintain the continuity and integrity of its card catalog and present work
flow, yet take an initial step towards automation. From a single input
typing, the Library now automatically produces:

r. Catalog card sets with distinctive headings for use in its card catalog,
and

z. A machine-interpretable record to be used in a machine file for a
fully automated system.

Machine-Interpretable Natural F ormat

Before any store of information can be automated, two basic machine
requirements must be satisfied. Information must be machine-accessible
and machine-interpretable. Making information machineq.ccessible is sim-
ple, requiring only that data from written or printed records be translated
into a machinable form (i.e., paper tape, magnetic tape, or punched cards).
This is accomplished by using such devices as key punches and tape type,
writers.

Making information machine-interpretable is more complex, requiring
considerable preliminary planning and analysis. In the past, machine
interpretability has been achieved in one of two ways:

r. By fixed-symbol coding, where each item of information is tagged
with a special symbol; each symbol is used to signify one type of
information (e.9., A - title-page information; { - subject infor-
mation; etc.).

z. By fixed-field coding, where particular kinds of infolmation are
associated with a fixed position in the machine medium; each posi-
tion is used to signify one type of information (e.g., columns eo
through 3o - subject information; etc.).

Neither method is completely satisfactory. In the first method, a special
symbol must be devised and used to identify every type of inforrnation to
be encoded. The generation of these symbols becomes extremely complex
when many difierent kinds of information are to be distinguished. A
library catalog card, for example, contains Bo or more distinguishable
types of information (e.g., class number, book number, title, imprint, etc.,).
In addition, the symbols themselves are difficult to generate since the
number of printing codes available on standard key-input equiprnent is
severely limited (47 printing codes for IBM equipment, and 88 printing
codes for tape typewriters). Fixed-symbol coding of data creates additional
problems in printout. If the symbol codes are not printed out for each
item of information, proofreading routines become cumbersome, requir-
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ing continual reference to sorne master record; if they are printed, the

Iore, that field must always be reserved for that rype of information on

every card regardless of whether a particular item has that information.
In catalog cards for example, less than forty percent of the books cataloged
have series statements. In fixed-field coding this position would have to
be left vacant for more than sixty percent of the cards.

In both methods of making information machine-interpretable, proc-
essing of information for input is complex and places a STeat many restric-
tions on both the cataloger and the input keyer.

The machine-interpretable natural format combines the best features
of both methods, resulting in an encoding method especially suitable for
library purposes. Natural typing manipulations (i.e., carriage returns,
tabulate shifts, and spaces) are used to delimit and identify data, thereby
avoiding the rigidity of fixed-field coding. These typing manipulations are

formalized in the format and are called "boundary markers." Information

designed to fulfill three basic requirements:

r. To simulate the app€arance of the conventional catalog card-
z. To allow interfiling compatibility with existing card catalogs.

3. To encode bibliographical data for machine manipulation and in-
terpretation.

Two devices are used to structule the format and identify the nature of the

data: sequential position (or the sequence of p-aragrapht) u"9 boundary

markers. In the fbllowing sections a detailed description is given of the

bibliographic format showing how these devices are used.

Sequential Position

Four paragraphs are used in the format, being distinguished by com-

binationJ of carriage returns, tabulate shifts, and spaces. Paragraphs are

typed. in a fixed sequence. E.ach paragraph is defined so as to correspond

wfth a block of bibliographic information on a Library of Congress card.

(cf. Figure r).
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Brandt, Conrad.

_ A documentary history of Chinese communisru, by Conr:rd,
Brandt Benjamin Schwartz and John K. Fairbonk. Cam-
bridge, Harvard University Press, 1gb2.

65flD. 24. cm. (Russlan Research Center studles dr)

(Serles: Harvard UnlverElty,
Research Center studl€s. 6)

r. Schwartz, BenJamln laadore, 191(F
Russlan Research Center, Russlal

Ifarvard Unlv. f,f Ur."y C)
for Llbrary of Congress rlq

L52--9390

95r.05
876 Brand.t, Corirad..

A documentary hlstory of Chlnese commuaisml
by Conrad. Brard.t, BenJarnln Schwartz and John
K. Falrbalk. Cambrldge, Harvard Universlty
P r e s s , 1 9 5 2 .

55?p. Russlan Research Center stud.ies 961.

Conrnunlsm--Ch1na. Schwartz, BenJamln
Isad.ore, 1916- Harvard Unlversity. Russlarr
Research Center. Rueslan Resesrch Cenrer
etud.lee, 6.

Fig r. Examples of Library of Congress catalog card layout and
Crossfiler machine-interpretable natural format,

Within each paragraph there are a controlled number of statements
which are distingr.rished by a series of three spaces. within statements,
there can be any number of phrases, which are separated by two spaces.

The following is a brief identification of the four paragraphs used in
the format, showing paragraph and statement sequences: (cf. Flgure r).

r. Call number paragraph
a. Class number statement
b. Author number statement
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c. Main entry statement
Descriptive paragraph
a. Title and title.page transcription
b. Imprint statement
Collation and notes paragraph
a. Collation statement
b. Notes statement
Tracing paragraph
a. Subject statement
b. Added entry statement
c. Series statement

Tracing and Non-tracing Mode

Of the ten statements distinguished in the encoded format, only four
are used for tracing purposes: 2a, 4a, 4b, and 4c. These statements are
said to be in the "tracing mode." When processed on the Crossfiler or a
computer, a tracing is automatically made for each complete phrase in-
cluded in each of these statements. All other statements are in a "non-
tracing" mode, and no tracings are pulled from them. Figure g shows a

Permuted tltle

I

3 '

4'

Annals of mathematlcs studies, no. 42.

Lecturea on Fourler lntegrals

51  ? .3  55
865 Bocher, Salomon.

Lectures on Fourler lntegrals; with an
author's supplement on monotonic functtons,
Stieltjes integrals, and harmonlc analysls;
translated from the orlginal by Morrie Tenen-
baum and Harry PoIIard. Princeton, N.J.,
Princeton Universlty Press, 1959.

333p, Btbliographlcal references lncluded
in "Remarks--quotations" (p.281 -291).

Fourier series. Integrals. Annals of math-
ematics studies, no. 42.

Maln entry

Fig. z-Crossfiler-generated catalog card set
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catalog card set produced by the Crossfiler, with the tracings automatically
pulled and reformatted.

Boundary Marhers

Cards, paragraphs, statements, and phrases are separated and dis-

tinguished by conv-entional typing operatibns, which serve both as normal

punctuation in the printout ana is machine-interpretable boundary codes
in the punched tape record. The boundary combinations are reserved for
these uses exclusively:

r. Cards are introduced or separated by a sequence of at least five

carriage returns.
z. Paragraphs are separated by a sequence of one carriage return and

two tabulate shifts.

3. Statements are separated by a sequence of three spaces.

4. Phrases are separated by a sequence of two sPaces.

Figure 3 shows the encoded format with the boundary markers used

to define cards, paragraphs, statements, and phrases.

At least 5CR's
from previous card Abridging symbol Permuting bar

American/Society 124 Testing Materials. fS

T S v um on I advances in electron metal- S*:
Iographyj presented at the sixty-first annual 'Fft

meeting, Boston, Mass', June 24, 1958, Amer--€..f,

ican Society for Testing Materials. l***:,$
Philadelphia [cteSA]. $S,i
Lii 120p. E+; iuus., diagrs., tables. iffi nctuoes r##llllllllllllll
bibliographicaI references. :,i t'g"Sl

TrMetallography. $.li Electron microscope' i*t$ ASTMsft

Special technical publication no. 245.

At least 5CR's
to next card

669.95 ffi
A5 fi,
f.
tr:lf

,lGi:

,,![j
#i
i#i;

tr;
;.fi.

,{ii,'
;l;;lr:

i,!,f=

Fig. 3-Crossfi Ler mac hi.ne - in terpre tab le natural f or mat showing t)ping

manipulations used as boundary codes
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Permuting and Abridging Tracings

how the permuting bar is used to create additional tracings.
The iemicolon is used to abridge any statement in the tracing mode,

and frequently in the descriptive paragraph to set off incidental title-page
informaiion. Figure 4 shows how the semicolon is used.

The Crossfiler

The Crossfiler* is a computer-like device designed and built especially
for cataloging automation, based on the concept of the machine interpre-
table natural format. Its primary function is to read, interPret, and

manipulate bibliographic data from a properly-formatted punched paper
tape, which represents a unit catalog card, to produce a PaPer tape rePre-

senting a set of diversely-headed catalog cards. It does this by processing
the punched paper taPe representation of a unit catalog card and punch-

* Input tapes can be processed either on general-purpose. comPuters or the Cross-

filer; this paper will describe Crossfiler processing routines primarily.

Fig. 4-Abridged and permuted title entries
reformatted by Crossfiler

Volume T,Number 4,FaI I  t95j

Permuted titles

automatically generated and

Abridged title

Symposium on advances

669.95 \ 
Electron metalf/graPhY

Syfusium on/advances iilelectron metal-
lography] presented at the sixty-first annual

meeting, Boston, Mass.' June 24, 1958, Amer-

ican Society for Testing Materials.
Philadelphia Ic1958].

120p. illus., diagrs., tables. Includes
bibliographical ref erences.

MetaUography. Electron microscope. ASTM
Special technical publication no. 245.



ing out a s€condary tape representing a completed catalog card. set. The
expanded output tape is then loaded into a tape typewriter and typed our
on continuous-for-rn card stock.

Machine System For Cataloging ArLtomation

A number of input processing routines have been developed to be used
with the Crossfiler and its encoded format. The following description rep-
resents a practical application of this machine system and is presently
being implemented in the AFCRL Research Library:

r. A specially designed worksheet (see Figure 6) is inserred in every
book being processed before it passes to cataloging. The cataloger
transcribes bibliog-raphic information into the appropriate blocks
of the worksheet. Completing the worksheet amounts to format
translation, since the worksheet is designed to sequence and position
blocks of bibliographical data for the encoded format.

z. Completed worksheets are then passed on to the tape-typist who
transcribes the data from the worksheet. The necessary format
boundary codes are inserted into the tape as part of the typ.ing
routine.

3. Initial typing is done on continuous form paper. Copy is read and
corrected, and necessary coffections are made in the paper tape,
which is then ready to be p ocessed on rhe Crossfiler.

4. Corrected tapes are expanded by the Crossfiler, and these tapes are
typed out on Flexowriters using continuous card stock, with top and
bottom cuts and side perforations. Original input tapes are Jtored
for future use.

5. Catalog card sets are assembled and sent to be filed in the appro-
priate catalogs.

Cataloging Costs

It is difficult to give exact cataloging costs for the machine system de-
scribed above, since the system is still undergoing testing. However, sta-
tistics accumulated during the experimental phase indicate thar signifi-
cant savings in terms of time and money will be realized once the system
is fully operative. In the following sections, a number of statistics are
presented and discussed, showing how and where these savings will be
effected.
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BOUNDARY DATA FIELD

ccccc 642.rt
/t 5'

CalI Number

T Main entry

,r!,,,"r,),ir^ Joc)tt7 /. Tn:/;"1 tl'/a/e"6,

CTT Title and Title- Page Transcription

T'zzt ir ,  /hle")"/ ' .
SSS Imprint

Plr i  l " /uQl,"  l ,  l t isr l

CTT Collation

[20F, i / /us . ,d ;^7 ,s , IoUo '

SSS Notes

l-, (-/-", l. i l '/,,X rofrl,, *l YP/rronrrs -
( / /

null

CTT Subjects

l,l c'l a 1/ o r'7/'/'l
( : /ect ro-  vw\c r -osc af j

SSS Added Entries

60
SSS Series--A 

frA Jf ,;. ( teJ''.^ ,.a-l

V 
ul/,,.2-iit^ 14a. Z+9' nuII

Fig. 6-Worksheet for monograph cataloging



Catalog Card, Production Costs

MACI{INE COSTS

puted and compared.
It must be stressed that the cost figures quoted are approximate and

must be considered as being merel/ indicitive of what the real cost

would be.

CROSSFILER COSTS

any one library.

COX4PUTER COSTS

computer cosrs are usually figured on the basis of rental time rather

than puichuse. The cost, therefori, wiltr vary from one comPuter service to

* A variety of tape typewriters are cufrently being marketed, ranging in price from

$2,roo to $5,ooo.
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OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES

The same amount of time is needed to type out expanded tapes pro-
duced either on the crossfiler or computer. A run of roo card sets tikes

CARD HANDLING TIME

Additional Features

r. Tjre production of announcement and accessions lists by automati-
cally.abridging and rearranging input records for various ourpur
printing for-rnats.

* Manufactured by Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Mass.
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z. The production of control records for bindery routines and circula-

tion activities.

3. The production of intermediate data to be sorted and published as

book-form catalogs with alphabetical indexes.

4. The production 
-of 

selective lists according to input category codes

or class numbers.

A number of applications using a comPuter are also being experi-

mented with, including;

r. Generation of a machine-searchable file to produce demand bibliog-

raphies.
z. Automatic compilation of printed subject bibliographies with vari-

ous indexes (i.e., author, title, subject, etc.)

3. Automatic compilation and typesetting of book-form catalogs with

various indexes.

CHART I

TIME.COST ANALYSIS FOR CATALOG CARD SET PRODUCTION BY MANUAL

AND MACI{INE METIIODS IN TIIE AFCRL RESEARCI{ LIBRARYX

Manual Methods ne Methods**

Using duplicate
(LC)
cards

Typing complete card
sets

COST TIME COST TIME COST

N/A N/A N/A N/A

z$f, per
card set

N/A N/A N/A

Task Description

Ordering routines
for Library of
Congress cards
(includes receiving
and checking)

TIME

96o min
(r6 hrs) per

setrd

Typing of head-
ings on LC unit
cards to make
card sets (inclu
time for proof-
reading, correct-
itg)

Hand typing of
first unit card
(does not include
time for proof-
reading or correct-
ittg)

Proofreading of
hand typed unit
cards

N/A N/A

N/A N/A

F  * : -

, )  r r r r r r

per card

r .8  min
per card

(r person)

N/A

r6.6P per
card

6d per
card

5 mrn
per card

2,4 mrn
per card

(z people)

t6.6t,
per card

z4f per
card

84o min
( t4 hrs)
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CHART r-Continueil

Task Description

Hand typing of
card sets from
original unit card

Proofreading of
hand typed card
sets

U " t * c
(r
CA

TIME

N/A

N/A

Manual Methods Machine Methods

Production of the
tape representa-
tion of a complete
card set N/A N/a

N/a N/A

opera-
tion;

ost not
com-
puted

56f per
card set

N/A

N/A

30.f 30fmln9 , 7mln

Typing out of
card sets on tape
typewriters from
machine generated
punched tape N/A

Materials:
(r) Library of
Congress cards
(z) 3" X g" card
stock
(3) Continuous
form card stock

N/A

N/A

N/A

Sorting and filing
(per card set)

9 . r
mln.

TOTALS
(per card set) 27,t  mrn $r .+6  |  56 .7  min $r  . 93 2 3 . 5  |  8 r . S d

]-Ijgr..g. are based- on processing roo card sets, with an average of 7 cards per set.**Machine costs and times are the same for crossfiler and compuier application excepr
if noted otherwise.
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CHART Z

COST ANALYSIS OF CROSSFILER PRODUCED CARD SETS*

* Figured on using a Crossfiler exclusively for card set production. Based on a $z5,ooo

machine cost and ro year depreciation'

CHART 3
COMPARISON OF COMPUTER AND CROSSFILER PROCESSING TIMES AND

COSTS FOR CATALOG CARD SET TAPE PRODUCTION

Crossfiler Computerf

Average processing time required to
produce one tape rePresentation
of a catalog card set

Total annual processing caPacitY

Cost per card set

Input reading speed

Output punching speed (paper tape)

r ro characters per
second (cps)

min (or 6o per
hour)

82.5f (see Chart z)

2OO Cps

66 cps**

r.5 min (or 4o per
hour)

Not computed; see
below

$2.7o (based on a
service rate of

$75 per hour)

4-K PDP-I, with disc

many computers, but

* Figures are for Digital Equipment Corporation's Standard

memory.
**High speed printing equipment is available and used with

thesJdevices aie capublebf printing in upper-case letters only'
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Percentage of total Crossfiler
processing capacity roo/s SoTo 257o P . 5 7 o 6.zsTo

Total number cards produced
rn I year 8o6,4oo 4O3,2OO 2ot 16o,c loo r Soo 50,4oo

Total number of card sets
produced in r year r l 5 , 2 O O 57,600 28,8oo 14,4oo 7 ,2oo

Machine cost per card ' . ) . 6 f r . 2 t 2 . 4 9 4 . 8 t

Final cost of machine produced
cards 1 2  . 3 1 2 . 6 t r3 2 ( 14.4 f 16 .8 f

Final cost of machine Produced
card sets 82.71 86.2 f 9c.9 f e 9 . 3 f $ r . 1 6

r15,2oo card sets
(based on a z4o
day work year)
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lmplem.errting the Depository Library
Act of |'96).

Cenppn W. Bucrr,ry
Superintendent of Documents

U. S. Gouernment Printing Office
Washington,  D.C.

Law 579 of the 87th Congress on
:omplete revision of legislation under
certain libraries had been designated
lications, to provide permanent collec-
lout the United States for the con-
depository legislation prior to passage
uded as part of the General Printing

Act of r8g5, with such notable amendmenr, i, u ,9r3 law which provided
rository for as long as it fulfilled the
triation Act of rg"ez, i.t which there
hose publicarions selected by deposi-
rtion of the 1895 law that was little
:ular importance for years thereafter,
3, when a newly-enacted law required

or the posrase cost or their mailin-f,"+ffi';:*:t:;':""fi:,ff11'ff":;
course,, that which provided that publications should be distributed only
to such depositories as should signify a willingness to pay the cost of their
transportation.

At the time the new Depository Law went into efiect, the office of the
superintendent of Documents was providing Government publications
printed by the Governmenr printing office to 594 depository libraries
within z4 hours after they were off the press. rnJidaitiirnal designations
provided by the new law.** made possibre a maximum of approiimatery
734 additional depositories, or an ultimate total of atorrt r3zs. we esti-
mated that, in the first year, there would be about roo addltional desig-
nations.

- on september r8, 196z, the public printer senr a rettei to the heads
of all departments and independent agencies of the Government requesr-

-. l.Prp". 
read at the program sponsored by the RSD/RTSD public Documents rnter-

divisional Commirtee, Chicago, July r5, 1963.
** For a discussion of the law, see "New Deposito_ry Library Legislation," by

Benjamin Edward Powell, in the ALA Bulletin, bj36Sg. January ISOC. "
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ing that each clesignate an official familiar with its publishing programs to

*i.k *ith us in implemenring the provisions of the new depository law.

In that letter, the teq..ireme.,is of the law were pointed out, particularly

that whereby the depirtments and agencies woul'cl be called on to furnish

to the Supeiintendent of Documents depository copies of-certain of their

publications not'procluced by the Goveinment Printing Office' We speci-

hed that our Offiie would not have the additional resources that the ad-

ministration of the expanded program would require before fiscal year

1964, and that we *ere reqn.ttinf the additional resources for the esti-

t"ut"a first year's expansion in our budget subrnission for that year. We

felt that this information might be useful to the departments and agencies

in adjusting their buclget r.q.."rt. for the forthcoming year, where they

would find this necessary.
As a result of this request, we established liaison in each department or

agency with a conracr with whom we have begun the-effort of identifying

and grouping the publications not being procured by- the Government

ugeniies from the Government Printing Office that would appear to come

r,iithin the scope of the new law. As you can appreciate, wetrave had many

questions frod these repfesentatives, as well as others in the agencies, for

ciarification of the meaning of some of the provisions of the law. Although

this has frequently meant;nly giving oui understanding, we have done

our best to 
-help 

them, just as we have tried to do in the case of a con-

siderable .ru-be. of similar requests received from librarians. Repre-

sentatives of Government agencies have seemed particularly concerned
abour what the implementaiio.t of this expanded program might do to

their intra-ag.tr.y .iproduction programs. We were not surprised to dis-

cover that some of them regard this as a rather difficult responsibility that

tlrre Superintendent of Doc-umenfs is placing on them and have-presented

counter arguments to us as to the effect it would have on their existing

programs.^ 
L rundorn analysis of a few of the observations presentedby individual

agency representatives points up some of the problems_ that they are trying

tJ solve. bne pointed-out that his agency produced printed matter in

three reprodrr.iion cenrers and that, in addition, dozens of posts produce

periodic material. The estimate given was l43,ooo P9Y",\ ! leat, but it
'was 

stated that "the inclusion of monographic material might well triple

this estimate." He added that "the greater part of this literature is pro-

duced in some 4o-odd languages-many of them exotic."

One of the most surprising reactions to me was that of the department

rvhich seemed to solve the problem very simply, by stating that its publica-

rions are made available to the public by the Office of Technical Services

and "it seems only logical that that system be extended to depository

libraries." As we know, publications of the Office of Technical Services are

among those exempted as cooperative publications, from the distribution

provided by the DePositorY Law. -^ 
Anothei agency pointed out that certain of its reports,are-of limited

and special interest, "have a short life," and are prepared primarily for
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programmatic use, which does not warrant large printings. A number of
agencies uranted ro know whether the publishid materiit refe*ed. to in
the Act can incl'de material issued. ai micro-forms, as well as printed
matter. There seems to be some confusion about the depository program
evidenced- 

!1 agencies which are now operating their own ddporlto.y
systems, which include, in some insrances, ihe seleirion of certain tibraries
as regional depositories.

-O.ne department,-commenting in detail on our request that non_Gpo
publications be listed in^series or general categories, ..pti"a, "The Depart-
ment issues hundreds of thousands of publicitions, mbst of which do not
fall into clearly defined categories. Tire screening of these publications
would necessitare the- inspection of each one indiviiually and ihe determi-
nation of its application io rhe general pubric orlack thereof. rt is believed
that any practical review undu..,r*.,ration of data in this connection
must 

.necessarily- be accomplished on a graduated basis over a period of
time if the results are to be meaningfuf your request would necessitate
the reprinting of all publications selited, in the u-o,r.rt of perhaps rzoo
or more.copies. In many-cases, this print run would.,"p."r.rrt a quantity
several times the origin_al run as required by this Depaitment. There are
no mechanics withii the Department for funding this unbudgeted ex-
penditure."

on the other side of the picture, it has been gratifying to note that in
some insrances the departments or agencies did what i nia nopea would
be the initial resulr, and identified a number of series which #ould seem
to come under provisions of the new law. rn several cases. reference was
made ro the fact that the number o{ copies of this material produced in
the departmental plant was limited beciuse the material was included in
the-Federal_Regisrer.,rn other cases, ability to supply the extra depository
copies required was limited by the sratemenr tnut trre work load of the
agency 

rislt mean rhar some rime wourd probably have to elapse after
issuance before the agency would be able to provide us with the additional
copres.

There are several things that we have been able to do at the Govern-
ment Printing ofice, apart from the contacts with the other agencies.
First, the insrrucrions to depositories have been revised to reflict the
changes made by the new law, and a
A special notice of the changed pror
lications was also senr to them. This,
and helpful, as there was some unc(
provided for libraries served by regior
it applied to all depositories. At the
Printing, we also revised for it the committee print on Government De_
pository Libraries.

rn the light of the definition o{ coverage provided in the new Act, we
have^been r_eviewing the publications printed by the Government print-
ing office which have nor been made available f6r depository distribution
to determine whether any of these would have ..pubiic interest or ed.uca-
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tional value." As one result of this review, we are planning, in the near
future, to survey all depository libraries as to their interest in the series
known as Military Staidards, published by the Defense Supply Agency'
While these have been consideied in the same class as Mili,tary Speci'fica-
tions and. of interest only to contractors bidding on Government suPplies,
the Stand,ards do contain information about the structure and testing of

materials that might well be of interest to engineering students and
others.

doubtedly, been a factor here. In addition, I have been impressed by the

sincerity of those under-taking this responsibility and their reasonable
approach to the problems we are jointly trying to solve' We had a mini-
mum of confusion because of an erroneously-held view b,y a few interested
in their libraries becoming regional depositories, that it was only by
achieving this status that a depository could qualify to receive the non-
GPO maierial when available, but this has been cleared away and we see
no serious problems ahead in the designation of the regional depositories
provided for by the law.- 

An often-discussed development of much future promise occurred in

January of this year, when the Advisory Committee to the Public Printer
on Depository Libraries was designated. The selection of members was
made lrom a list of names which had been suggested by the American
Library Association of those possessing the qualifications to make a con-
tribution in this field. I am more than happy with those chosen, as they
include Flersons with whom I have worked and whose advice I have sought
in the past on other problems. The members of this Committee are:
Edwin Castagna, Paul Howard, Carma R. Leigh, Roger Ff. McDonough,
Benjamin E. Powell, Rae Elizabeth Rips, and Thomas S. Shaw. Miss
Germaine Krettek, the A.L.A. Washington representative, will act as an
observer to the Committee.

The foregoing developments since the passage of the new Depository
Law have taken place on the assumption that the additional resources
required by our Offrce in implementing its provisions would be made
available and that we will be able to begin actual distribution to the
additional depositories designated, as soon as possible after the funds
requested can be ob;ligated. Last year, the Legislative Appropriation Bill
was signed into law on October z. Whenever the current bill becomes
law, you can be assured that we shall proceed promptly to efiect the se-
lections of publications by the new depositories in or:der that we can
begin to mail publications to them. We hope that distribution of the
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publications produced by the G.P.O. can be begun ro the gz new de-
positories added since August g, rg6s, by January r, 1964 at the latest, and
earlier, if circumstances permit. The current appropriation will also pro-
vide funds for the postage costs of distribution by our Office to all de-
positories, to be paid from Government funds instead of by the deposi-
tories, as heretofore required by law.

Unless something intervenes to change the result of the action by the
Appropriation Committees of the flouse of Representatives and the Sen-
ate, the portion of the additional funds that we have requested to enable
us to distribute publications not printed by the G.P.O., as these can be
identified and supplied to us, will not be provided in our 1964 appropria-
tion. We are directed, however, ro continue the exptroration of these publi-
cations with the agencies which produce or procure them, in the hope that
we shall be able to give a more definite estimate to the Committees of
the extent of the prqgam and its related cost. We shall, of course, do
our best to comply with this direction.

From my talks with many of you at the Mid-Winter Conference and
the letters and telephone calls we have had, I know that you have a very
great and detailed interesr in the Depository Program, as we at the G.P.O.
also have. I am grateful to your Chairman for his invitation to come here
and tell you in person what we have been doing since the new law was
enacted, where we now stand, and what we see ahead for the immediate
future.

DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION EDITORIAL POLICY
COAIMITTEE MEETING

The Decimal Classification Editorial Policy Committee met at the Library of
Congress on October r, 196z to review various editorial matters in connection
with the preparation of the rTth edition of t}ae Deuey Decimal Classification. It
advised the Decimal Classification Offce especially on the revision of the form-
division table (to be called a table of "standard subdivisions"), on the degree of
allowable relocation of topics from one number to another, and on details of the
schedules for education and law.

Attending the meeting were Chairman Wyllis E. Wright of Williams College;
Secretary Deo B. Colburn of Forest Press, Inc.; members Edwin B. Colburn of the
H. W. Wilson Company, Godfrey Dewey of Forest Ptess, Inc., Virginia Drewry
of the Georgia State Department of Education, Carlyle J. Frarey of the Univer-
sity of North Carolina, Lucile M. Morsch of the Library of Congress, Esther J.
Piercy of the Enodr Pratt Free Library, Pauline A. Seely of the Denver Public
Library; Carmen Rovira, as alternate for Marietta Daniels of the Columbus
Memorial Library, Pan American Union.-Beniamin A. Custer, Editor, Dewey
Decimal Classification, The Library of Congress
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Depository Library - Privilege
or Responsibility.

Rocrn H. McDoxoucu. Director
Di,uision of State Libraries

Trenton, New Jersey

It is true, of course, that beginning with the Printing Act of r8g5 sub-
stantial progress was made in expanding the system. In particular, the
scope of government publications distributed to depository libraries was
gradually enlarged from the Congressional Series to include committee
prints, Executive publications, and other caregories. The r96z legislation,
however, represents the first major advance since before the Second World
War. Not only does it provide for the distribution of additional categories
of materials; it also greatly enlarges the public to be served by the deposi-
tory system.

The first and mosr immediately important gain under the new legisla-
tion is the doubling of the number of depositories authorized-from 7zo
to r,Bpr, a gain of 6or libraries. This is the first significant breakthrough
in half a century. In view of the population increases that have taken
place in that time and the number of new libraries that have been created,
there is an obvious need for this particular provision.

As of April 1963, 68 new libraries had received depository starus. The
breakdown of these libraries is as follows: 5z college and university
libraries, rz public, 2 county law libraries, l museum and r state library.
Libraries which had long needed to become depositories now have the

* Paper presented at the program sponsored by the RSD/RTSD public Documents
Interdivisional Committee, Chicago, July r5, 19163.
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A second provision of the new law opens the way to acquiring a large
number of documents produced by government agencies in their own
printing plants. This category of documents has grown in size and impor-
tance to a point where 6o research libraries ln the country have cooperated
since the close of World War II in the support of a documents expediter
in Washington, whose job it is to locate these documents and make copies
available to the cooperating libraries.

Our pleasure at this provision is tempered by the news that the budget
request of the Governmenr Printing Office for funds to hire the necessary
stafi was not granted by the Congress. We trust that the GPO will make
every effort now to lay the groundwork for a successful effort next year.
It is certain that ALA will continue ro press vigorously for the implemen-
tation of this important provision.

The provision adding non-GPO material was much contested before it
was enacted into law. There is no question that ie places additional
burdens upon the Superintendent of Documents' Office, and we can well
understand the desire of the Government Printing Office to run its plant
efficiently and, if possible, to show a profit. From the librarian's point of
view, however, it is the service that is important. It costs great sums of
money to prepare and print the thousands of documents that are produced
in a steady stream in Washington, and the cost of making additional copies
and disributing them to our libraries is minute indeed in terms of the
cost of the whole program.

I am inclined to agree with the Subcommittee on the Library of the
Senate Rules and Adminisration Committee,l which observed drily that
"at least in sorne respects the attendant problems have been magnified
out of proper proportion." As the Subcornmittee stated, ". . . the issuing
agencies may determine what materials printed in their departmental and
field printing plants fall within the categories-(r) Required for official
use only; (z) Strictly administrative or operational in nature; and (3)
Classified for reasons of national security; and immediately exclude this
material from the publications they would be required to make available
to depository libraries."

Moreover, the Subcommittee found little distinction between rhe out-
put of the departmental and field plants. This "indicates in a very practi-
cal way that depository libraries have a legitimate claim to certain classes
of non-GPO-printed materials on the basis that they constitute informa-
tional matter which should be made available to the public through the
depository library system."2

The "Final Statement of the Subcommittee" concluded that "the ex-
pansion of depository coverage to include non-GPO-printed materials
could be accomplished with no impairment or significant disruption of
essential Government services." 3 *

A third major provision of the law is the creation of regional deposi-
tories (not to exceed z) in each state. These may be designated by members
of the Senate from among existing depository libraries. Any depository
library which agrees to assume regional status must do the following:
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(r) retain at least one coPy of all govt
iibrary loan and reference service wit
tory libraries in disposing of unwanter
provision permits other dePositories
after having retained them for at lear
sensible provision; it permits the disp
the same^ time, insur6s that at least one copy is kept within easy access'

A, fourth benefit deriving from this legislation- is the creation of an

advisory committee of librarians to work'with the superintendent of

Documents in developing Policies :
improvement of the depository systet
but came about as the result of su
sentatives who testified at the hearin
provision because my experience in t
vinced me that better coordination is
gram is to be made to work proPerlY.

There are other positiie t.t,tlit of the new law; for example' the

shipping costs will nbw be borne by the Superintendent of Documents

rather than by the depository libraries.
on the minus side, we <tid not get any microfacsimile orovision. The

main argumenr raised againsr incliding ihis feature was that the whole

field of iricroreproductiJn is still in a s-tate of flux and that it would be

unwise to select any one system at this time. It seems to me that this is not

a good. argument. i think it reasonable to assume that photocopying wiII

uliays be"in a state of flux. The fact that certain firms are already_photo-

.opyitg a great many government documents and selling them to libraries

irrhi.ut]", iirat they,'a? least, are not afraid of obsolescence. As for the

argument that the Government Printing office should not compete with

pri'irrrr" publishers, I find it difficult to Iake this seriously. If it were fol-

iowed to its logical conclusion, the Public Printer would not produce any

government priblications because he would be competinq yith. commercial

interests. I am unhappy that we were unable to include this microfacsimile

provision in the tuw,^ultho.tgh I recognize that to have pressed for its in-

ilusion might very well have endangered the bill'

In dete"rmining what the effectJ of the new law have been to date, I

wrote to a few of iry fellow state librarians in variotts parts of the country

for their opinions. several replied that the law had been too recently Put

into effectio permit judgment; others noted evidence of progress'

From California,'Mri. Phyllis Dalton, the Assistant State Librarian,

wrote that the new law has enabled more libraries, mostly college_and

,rnin"ttity libraries, to be designated as depositories' She also reported:

since the california State Library has been designated a regional depository,

.rh;;-A;p;;irories in the state may diipose.of publications no longer wanted' This

relieves ih" ,pu." squeeze which many libriries are experiencing -and benefits

""*", 
.off"g"'and. university libraries that are eager to receive publications no

longer needed in older depositories.
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Mrs. Dalton went on to make these suggestions:

From Georgia, william pullen, Librarian of the Georgia State colrege
reported:

The society's Librarian, Mr. Benton H. wilcox, commented on rhis
experimental program and the new legislation:

Mr. Wilcox continued:

As to the Federal law, Mr. wilcox criticizes the absence of machinery
for selecting the regional tlepositories and of control orr.r th"r, op".utiorri
by the-supe-rintendent of Documents. He proposes also that the law be
strengthened by a provision for "true regionil dlpositories" serving several
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states in regions where such institutions would be impractical for indi-

vidual states.
It is interesting to note that a similar suggestion was made in 1938 by

another Wilcox, tlhe late Jerome K. Wilcox, who proposed that designa-

tions be made "dependerit entirely on three factors-heavy.population
concentrations, large library centers, and regional designation for the

science Foundation and the u. s. Department of commerce which in

r96z, jointly selected rz universiry libriries to serve as regio-nal technical

rJpoti centers. These libraries agreed to maintain a cumulative library

collection of all materials received and to furnish such services as personal
reference, inter-lib,rary loans, photocopying, and assistance to users in

obtaining retention iopies. Titit tee-i to me to be a very practical

u.rutrgeriettt and something *e should definitely keep in mind for future

one state.

little could be done about it.
It seems to me that the state library agencies and the state library asso-

ciations should join forces to insure that the depository libraries are

selected on the basis of the overall needs of the states in terms of popula-
tions served, whether public or academic communities, and the geographi-

cal area in which they are located. Almost every state now has a library

development committee, and the place of the depository libraries within

each state should be considered in relation to the whole program of
library development. The designations of new depositories should not be
made as haphizardly as they have been in the past, for in our increasingly
interdependent library world depository status is a responsibility first and

a privilege second.
The passage of the new depository library legislation marked the
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Centralized Bibliographic Control
Rosrnr W. WIrNpeut, Chief of Publi'c Seraices

San Fernando Valley State CoIIege Library
N orthridge, Calif ornia

TN APRIL OF r96z San Fernando Valley State College Library entered

I upon an experimental prog'ram of centralized bibliographic control of
the media used for book ielection. Prior to this we had what might be
described as a dispersed system, almost completely in the hands of the
faculty. Faculty members submitted their order requests. directly to the
Acquisitions Department to be charged against their individual depart-
mental allocations. The chief control exercised by the Library was to set
up quarterly dates, by which periods sufficient order requests should be
on hand to commit another quarter of each department's funds. In short,
this was fundamentally a fiscal control, with the added feature of the
spacing of work in the Acquisitions Department.

The extent of the involvement of the reference stafi was to check items
listed in the Ameri,can Book Publishing Record and selected scholarly
review journals, have them typed up on order-request cards, and subrnit
these, along with selected Library Journal review cards, to the book
coordinators of each of the academic departments for distribution to the
faculty for their selection. This was a service voluntarily undertaken by
the Library with no real proof as to how many of these cards were in turn
selected by the faculty and sent on to Acquisitions for purchase. The
faculty also set up its own checking and carding systems, usually on a less
current and less systematic basis. Obviously, this resulted in a serious
amount of duplicated efiort; first at this level, and then again when the
Acquisitions Department had to run all these cards through the card cata-
log and order file to check them against the Library's holdings and orders.
In addition. the involvement of the reference staff was minimal and not
very rewarding, since the results of its efiorts were difficult to ascertain.
It should be added, of course, that the reference staff was still totally
responsible for selecting reference materials and certain non-book ma-
terials.

In overhauling this system, we wanted to take advantage of as many of
the printed card bibliographies as possible in order to avoid the costly
typing of requests checked in the normal publishing and review media, to
say nothing of eliminating as much of the duplication of requests as possi-
ble. In short, the results desired were broader coverage with less effort,
more involvement of the librarians, and some additional fringe benefits,
which will be noted below.
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To accomplish this end, we subscribed to rhe Library of Congress
proofsheets, cut and punched for ease of handling. In addition, of course, we
were already receiving the Library Journal review cards. These two
sources were to be our main selection media. They are received in the
Acquisitions Departme'nt, multilithed on the verso with a blank biblio-
graphical checking form which provides a standardized record of how the
item will be searched, approved, ordered, etc. They are dated by this same
process, divided into subject areas corresponding to the academic depart-
ments, and distributed to the reference stafi. Each of these librarians, cur-
rently comprising ten, has charge of one or more subject areas, again cor-
responding to the academic departments. Each librarian is assigned to a
subject or subjects primarily on the basis of subject comp€tency, second-
arily because of interest, and, lastly, by default, if there is no one else
availab'le; a small staff can muster only a limited number of persons with
real subject competency.

The reference stafi is, therefore, in charge of what we have called a
centralized bibliographic control. To each of the subject specialists come
the LC proof cards, the L! review cards, and order requestlards initiated
try professors and librarians. Ideally, we hope to limit ihe last category pri-
marily to older imprints, relying heavily upon the firsr two categories for
all or most of our current buying.

We also have an additional experiment going on in current buying,
whereby a separate sum of money is set aside for purchasing current titles
for the general collection. These titles are limited to 196z imprints for
this past fiscal year. This sum was set up with the idea that it would be
adequate for purchasing all new titles which would be considered of sig-
nificance in meeting the acquisitions policies of the library, and in mak-
ing them available on the shelves as expeditiously as possible. It was felt
that by removing current buying from the limitations imposed by depart-
mental accounts and faculty prerogatives in making its own selections,
the library stafi would gradually take over the major part of the selection
of such current materials and do it much more rapidly and systematically
than does the faculty. It was hoped that by the time most of the professors
got around to making requests, the items would already be on the shelves.
We did not expect faculty members to surrender their prerogative in this
area all at once, nor have they; this really depends on the depth of each
one's interest and his confidence in the competency of the librarian who
would be selecting in his subject atea. Faculty cooperation in this venture
was enhanced by the feeling that the current buying fund was a general
fund open to all rather than depending on the departmental money and
that the fund was adequate to cover all needs including borderline selec,
tions. Actually, a current buying fund is not a necessary concomitant to
centralized bibliographic control, but it may help psychologically in
achieving a greater participation in, and eventual control of, current buy-
ing by the reference staff.

The subject librarians realize the limitations and possible dangers in
depending heavily upon LC proofs, since they are a by-product of icquir-
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practice, this duty tends to be centered in one member of the department
br division who ii elected book coordinator by his colleagues, either to do

the selecting or to encourage the othels to make selections. His own duty
then becomes that of a true coordinator in obtaining the right people to

do the job. Unfortunately, it is true that only a relatively small percentage
of the faculty are bibliographically oriented.

Another reason for centralized control is to complete the involvement
of the members of the reference stafi in the selection of materials, thereby

in short, it is an organized system which does not begin to limp every

and the other for all earlier imprints. Regardless of whether the Library
elects to set up a separate current buying fund, the usefulness of a separate
current imprint file is obvious. It allows any interested professor or librar-

ian to review, evaluate, and select the newest titles as a task sePalate from
the grear quanrity of cards which accumulates in the development file.

The-developrnent file includes, not only the non-current LC proof and
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This state college is only six years old, but it has experienced the fastest
growth of any of the California state colleges. The collection, started from
scratch, now exceeds roo,ooo items. This represents a tremendous amount
of bibliographical searching and typing of cards from all sources. Formerly,
cards were scattered in faculty offices, in Acquisitions, in transit, etc. Now,
they are largely available in one area and will be increasingly so as the
system matures.

Each of the subject librarians establishes liaison with his faculty
counterpart in order to establish a schedule for review and selection. In
the case of cur-rent material, the librarian has the right to sub'mit cards for
areas where there is no strong faculty interest, as well as to make selec-
tions in collaboration with the faculty, and, in case rhe professor is unable
to keep the schedule, to submit requests in that area as needed. In this
way, an even flow of r,vork for the Acquisitions Department is assured, and
the current program is kept current; and in many areas the faculty is
relinquishing the selection of current materials to the librarians.

The subiect librarians, in consultation with the book coordinators,
divide all of the material into categories of desirability. They weed it of
items which do not come within the acquisitions policies of the Library.
lfhey arrange with the book coordinators for systematic evaluation of
holdings by checking scholarly bibliographies and carding the wanted
items to be added to the development file. They segregate LC proof cards
which belong to other departmental subject areas but which happen to
classify in their own. This is especially true of an area like geography
where the holdings are often scattered. Such cards are sent to the subject
librarians for that area. Of course, professors are at liberty to, and do,
peruse the cards in other subject areas. And this is easily done with cen-
tralized control. The subject tracings on the LC proofs and the annota-
tions on the L.I review cards are of great help in evaluating the contents
of a book.

Another area of control is that dealing with out-of-print materials.
Order requests for items which are cancelled by the jobber or dealer
because they are out of print, or items in used-book dealers' catalogs Iost

lI p.iot sale, are returned by the Acquisitions Department to rhe subject
librarians who hold them for evaluation by the proper professors. Items
worth searching are returned to the Acquisitions Department for want
listing. When this fails, such cards are returned ro the sublect librarians
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who maintain desiderata files to be checked periodically against dealers'

catalogs.
Su6iect librarians and professors are also called upon by the Acquisi-

tions Department to eoaluite profiered gifts, both prior to t::"pt"1::-1i1

after, to eliminate non-useful iitles or to determine the need for retarnlng

duplicates. The same procedure is also used in dealing with collections

foisale, both prior to and after purchase. ,
As to the t'ringe benefits menlioned at the beginning of the article' two

are of particular importance.
One is the fact that the LC proof slips have complete bibliographic

information and require no further verifiCation prior to ordering--except

to establish the priie, u fis.ul requirement' LJ ieview cards also have all

necessary information, including the price' This information' together

with the correct ..r,ri.r, greatli eases the burdens of the Acquisitions

Department by shorteninf tfr" UiUtl"graphic checking routine'.One diffi-

culty has atisen d.,e to the"fact that thi L1brary oI Congress catalogs many

items from American publishers prior to their release date and, therefore,

seeking prices for thesi tooks i. tlUiect to some delay until they are listed

in the normal book-trade channels. tttit i. one reason for dating LC proof

upon arrival and delaying the search for the price-.Only experience with

tliis system of selection .ut t"t the pattern of handling these cards' At any

,ut", Lrry delay in ordering is one which would be encountered by the non-

availability of the item under any circumstances'

It may te of interest to know that we dealt with an estimated- 75'ooo
cards during the year, the very large -majority 

(over 7o'9oo) lein--S- 
1!

proofs. Of cirrrent'r96z imprints, we selected approximately.ro'5oo rtems

which would have cost appioximately $67,ooo' We say "lvould have" since

our purchases were curta'iied because'oi lack of funds to be devoted to this

o.r. 
'p.r.por.. 

Of the number selected, approximately '+7o were from p-ub'

lishers abroad. This is less than might 6e- expected. Flowev€r, it should be

noted that, while ours is a relativJ\ tte* tollege attempting. to truild an

adequate collection as quickly as possible, *e ire not a university with

a1 Jhat this implies in cathoiic tastes. These figures_represent the selec-

tions of a faculty of less than 4oo, for a studenl body of approximately

88oo, and. with fourteen fields o1 .o.tcettttution for the master's degree' It

will be noted that all of the above
institution of higher education is '

impossible even to suggest that-our
any other institution. In addition, '

considered as a criterion for valid j

approximations may prove useful tr

erence.
Theo the r impor tan t f r i ngebene f i t a rose f romthe fac t t ha t theL i .

brury *u, already operating i}:l::9r4 copier fo1 the campus atlarge'

So, wittr the adclition of a"Multilith michine and the use of LC proof

cards as a selection tool, we were quite ready and able to prod_uce oul. own

catalog cards. Insrructions are given to limit all bibliographic checking
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RTSD President's Report 1962 /63

DonorrrY J' CourNs, President

A DIVISION PRESIDENT'S dut

f\ from this vantage point, is ma
various activities and to keep in touc
the tasks assigned. This report is not
done, but of the many very active cor
to the Division. It will be suppleme
where projects in the special fields ol
cation, serials, and copying methods I

Our newest and perhaPs most act
our Planning Committee.^Recommended at a meeting of,past presidents

of the DiviJion last year and strongly sponsored by Helen Welch' Iast

year's President, this bommittee *at 
"ppoittted 

on an ad hoc basis to test

its usefulness. This status was 
"greed 

.rpon because of doubts expressed

by some members of the Board olf Di.".iott on two fronts: Would such a

committee be assuming functions properly belonging- to the Board of

Directors? Would it finld enough problbms'sufficiently broad in scoPe_ to

justify its exisrence without iifringing on the activities of the section

folicy and research committees? To answer the first objection, the Com-

*itt"e', statement of function has been made very restrictive: "To con-

sider problems of technical services as a whole, including- long-range

divisional objectives and areas of new divisional interest, and to suggest

action to the Board of Directors." Liaison with the section committees is

being maintained by reporting sessions of the chairmen of all these com-

mitt5es at Midwinter atrd by tie exchange of written minutes and reP-orts.

I believe there have been one or two instances of referral of projects from

the Planning Committee to a sectiol
the other hand, there have been case
a section committee proved to be p
considered as an over-all technical ser
tee prepared a careful proposal fo
*"nd.d to the Board of Directors at its Midwinter meeting. All were ac-

cepted for action or further study and are now in the hands of special

coinmittees. They are: (r) A committee to develop standard_s_ for size of

technical services stafis.'Since Miss Welch is bowing out as Chairman of

the Planning Committee, we have asked her to serve as Chairman of this

Special Comlmittee. (z) A committee to bring up-to date a survey pub'

lihed in rg55 on coordinating routines of acquisition an_d catalog depart-

ments. The Cnairman of this Committee is Kathryn Renfro of the Llniver-
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sity of Nebraska. (S) Of a somewhat difierent nature is a committee, wirh

Committee continues to function as actively as it has during the past year,
i1 is my hope that the Board and the Division will shortly decide to make
this a standing committee.

The Bookbinding Committee arranged for the publication this sum-
mer of papers presented at the workshop it sponsored immediately pre.
ceding the Miami Beach Conference. Ii has iecommended to the ALA
Publishing Department thar revision of the Library Bindi,ng Manual be
deferred until completion of the three-year testing program concerned
with performance standards of library bindings which began in February,

Another new committee this year is our Committee on Documentation.
Because this is an area of overlapping inrerests, ALA has also appointed a
cnmmittee to explore the various angles of ALA's interest. I quote frorn
the RTSD Commirtee's reporr:

The program of documentation, as viewed by lib'rarians who have been in the
business of serving users on all levels of need for many years, has been directed
primarily at the inadequacies of traditional library techniques to provide rhe
depth analysis of the subject content of literature for the needs of users. The
application of automation and mechanization to library procedures has been
implicit, and the various conferences that have treen held in the country during
the year have emphasized this aspect.

fn general, it appears that the particular service that the Commirtee might
provide the Division is to continue to keep attuned to developments which have
application to the various segments. . . . In the sense that all members of the
current Committee are involved in interlocking movements or agencies, this is
probably being done in a way that may not always be possible. Moreover, there
are so many directions that need to be observed, and so many meetings and con-
ferences that involve the concern of RTSD, it is likely that no Committee can
keep up to date with all events. During the year there have been conferences at
UCLA, Minnesota, and the Library of Congress. During the year the first text-
Inok, Textbook on Mechanized Information Retrieaal, by Allen Kent, was pub-
lished. It is more than likely that other rextbooks in the field will reveal the
essence of documentation in a different way. . .. A textbook by Joseph Becker
and Robert Hayes has been prornised in the near future. Others are being
developed.

In addition to the publication of synrhesized information in textbook form,
the Committee calls attention also to the current literature in American Docu-
mentation, lournal of Documentation, and the new Information Storage and
Retrieual.. . . Note should be made also of Number rr in the series of reviews of
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Current Research and. Deuelopment in Scientific Documentati,ore, issued by the

National Science Foundation in November, 196z. In general, these reviews have

been concerned with studies in the following ireas: information needs and uses,

information storage and retrieval, mechairical translation, equipment' and

potentially related research.
The Chairman of this Committee (Maurice Tauber) is also Chairman of the

ALA Interdivisional Committee on Documentation, and with this Committee has

indicated support of a Pre-Conference meeting in St. Louis, in 1964' on the

general topic-of auromation and application t:o libraries. The relationship of

iutomation to approaches to information is a Pivotal one, and the emphasis on

equipment, ur r"li".t"d in many of the current projects.supPorted by, the gov'

er.rment, foundations, and educational institutions, is designed to develop easier

methods for the processing of information, as well as devices for reading, storing,

searcbing. transmitting, and translating.

The Organization Committee has had a busy year consid-ering the

setup and functions of several new committees. In addition to those men-

tionid above, it has prepared statements on an R:rSD Intersectional Corn-

mittee on U. S. Congreises and Conference without Fixed Headquafters'
and a proposed stanJing committee on Book Catalogs to take the place of

u rp..iul joint committde on Book Catalogs of the Catalog and Classifica'

tion Section and the Reference Services Division which completed its

work last year.
The Committee on Resources of American Libraries has worked pri-

marily through its two subcommittees. The Subcommittee for the Na-

tional Union Catalog, has held two meetings concerned with the coopera-
tive cataloging of materials distributed under Public Law 48o- With

respect to ihe-XUC itself, the Subcommittee is beginning to search for

-.^unt to publish all of the as yet unpublished portion (from the begin-

ning through rg5z) and is optimisticlhese will be found. They are also

conierned *ith the problem of gerring better reporting of library holdings

for the NUC. The Subcommittee otr Mi.topublishing Projects has had

reviews prepared and published of several recent publications in micro-

form. The primary puipose is to help the prospective purchaser appraise

the worth bt th. publication before buying it. Many micropublishing

projects pose an unusual problem, however, in that they a-re not published
,r.ttil eno.,gh buyers have placed orders to assure a Profitable undertak-

ing. A reviiw of projected and announced publications is what is really

re{uired, but many publishers are unwilling to submit their projects- for

r.,ir p.e-.eoiew for ivariety of reasons. In the absence of such pre-review,
duplicate projects are wastefully undertaken, and badly conceived and

executed projects are bought to be regretted later. On the assumption
that libraiians want objective reviews of such projects by competent

scholars. the Subcommittee will continue to search for a solution to this

dilemma, but however sound the solution, its value will depend uPon the
use made of it by l ibrarians.

The Regional Processing Committee is in the Rnal stages of revising a
manual on regional processing centers. The School Libraries Technical
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Services Committee has compiled a bibliography of references felt to be
helpful to librarians working in the area of centralized processing.

I am sorry that space does not permit a detailed account of the work
of the Interdivisional Committee on Public Documents. At Miami Beach.

RTSD. Following a reporr that the United Nations Documents Index
would cease to list the publications of the UN specialized agencies, the
Committee prepared and submitted to the Boards of RSD and RTSD a
resolution expressing interest in having this indexing continued. The
Boards did approve the resolution, on behalf of the ALA, and it was for-
warded to the persons concerned through ALA channels. Two subcommit-
tees of this Committee are its Subcommittee on the Federal Depository
Library Act and Subcommittee on Census Publications.

The Resources and Technical Services Division appoints several of
ALA's representatives to outside organizations. Richard Angell, who rep-
resented us at the meetings of the American Documentation rnstitute, is
also a Councilor-atJarge of that group, and has done a fine job of report-
ing to them our activities in this field, and of urging them to coniider
closer affiliation with ALA. The responsibility of appointing this repre-
sentative has this year been transferred from our Division to the Inter-
divisional Committee on Documentation.

Laura Cummings has attended two meetings of the Sectional Commit-
tee Zgg of the American Standards Association as our representative, and
has turned over to the RTSD Board of Directors a "Ptoposed American
standard for Periodical ritle Abbreviations" for consideration at this
meeting. Our representative on the ALA Membership Committee, Joseph
Treyz, reports a very active year participating in the general activities-of
that Committee, and also in contacting state and provincial membership
committees about ways of increasing the participation of technical services
librarians through their organizarions.

John Dawson reports that the Public Law 48o program is proceeding
smoothly and successfully as concerns India and the United Arab Repub-
lics. More than one million pieces have already been acquired and
shipped, and indications are that the annual rate of acquisitions will run
from one to one and a half million pieces. Printed catalog cards for this
material are being issued. Present plans are to open pilot programs in
Burma, Indonesia, and Israel next year. The Library of Congress, which
is responsible for implementing this program, is to be commended for
pursuing it with energy and vigor. Our representative to the U. S. Book
Exchange is Benjamin A. Custer, who reports that the Exchange continues
to flourish and grow in its sixteenth year of operation.

You may be interested in knowing that, since approval at last sum-
mer's business meeting, of a Bylaw permitting the affiliation of discussion
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groups with the Division, two groups have requested affiliation. These are
the already organized Technical Service Directors of Large Research
Libraries and the Technical Services Administators of Medium-Sized
Research Libraries. In addition, George Hartje has arranged a meeting at
this Conference to consider the organization of a similar group of Techni-
cal Services Administrators of Large Public Libraries.

In closing, I should like to emphasize that your officers and Board of
Directors are glad to have your questions and your suggestions. I am sure
this applies to the incoming officers also. I have been impressed with the
willing, and often eager, response to invitations to serve the Division on
committees and in other capacities, and I take this opportunity to thank
all of you who have contributed to the Division's program during the past
year and will continue to do so in the future, I am sure.

RTSD Acquisitions Section Annual
Report, 196) / 63

FnnPnnrcr L. Anxoro, Chatrman

Acquisit ion Policy and Research Committee.

The Committee began the year as almost a new committee. It had
no pro;jects carried forward from the previous year, and all members
were appointed for terms which were to eftect as rapidly as possible the
newer five-year periods of service. The Subcommittee of the Acquisi-
tions Policy and' Research Committee on Bibliogtaphical Holdings of
European Antiquarian Societies submitted its report this year and was
dismissed. The Committee voted to refer the report to the Division's Com-
mittee on Resources for action. The Committee met once at Mid-winter
and carried on business by correspondence and advised the Division's
Committee on Bookdealer-Library Relations. At year's end, it had several
items on its agenda for study, including the pricing policies of some ma-
terials suppliers, and the appropriate amount of university contract over-
head to go into the library book funds.

List of Dealers in Underdeueloped Countries.

The list prepared by Philip McNifi is now published and is being sold
through the RTSD Ofhce at ALA Headquarters.
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Bookdealer-Library Relations Commtttee.

- The compilation of Standards for Library Book Jobbers and Whole-
salers was discussed at Midwinter meeting, and neg&iations were begun
with the Library Technology Project for funds. ThJse funds were refuied
by the Council on Library Resources. Since the funds for this study
were not approved, this seems to point up the need for a preconference
to precede the St. Louis Conference, bringing together booi<dealers, pub-
lishers, and librarians to discuss this topic. plans-are being made to hold
this workshop.

Cost of Library Materials Index Committee.

. The Committee placed Marietta Chicorel's paper on price Trends
in West Germany in ZRTS, Winter, 1969. The loilowing investigations
are.under way: cost index for Swiss books, cost index forCanadian publi-
cations, an up-dating of the Index for the Mexican book intlex, atrd an
rndex for Microfilms; a cost index for rare books, and a cost index for
paperbacks is under further study.

Committee to Compile a List of International Subscription Agents.
The Committee reports slow but steady progress, and information of

all agents is being circulated to committee members and is then sent to
the ALA Publications Department.

RTSD Cataloging and Classification
Section Annual Reporr, 1962 / 63

SuseN M. HesrrNs. Chairman

-l-tH! 
IM_HOLE IS EQUAL to the sum of alt its parts. This is as true

I of CCS as in mathematics. Therefore this report is a summary of
the activities during the year of the various commitiees thar are the back-
bone of the Section.

As Paul Dunkin said in his summary of the year's work in Review
for 1962, "well, at least, we have begun to move." After a year of frustrat-
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Escreet, an assistant to the British committee. These two lepresentatrves

from the British committee were also present at the meeting of the Code

Revision Committee preceding the july Conference' Laura Colvin, a

member of our Steering Committee, is meeting with the English com-

revisions in the LC Descriptive Cataloging Rules, particularly those re-

lating to the imprint.
dsub.o*miitee of the ALA Editorial Committee to revise the ALA

Rules for Filing Catalog Cards has been working throughout the year

under the chaiimanship of Pauline Seely. Close cooperation is being

maintained with the Code Revision Committee in ordet that the revised
filing rules will reflect changes in the cataloging rules.

fhe Cataloging Policy and Research Committee has met twice during
the year in aaditibn to its regular meetings during the Midwinter and

Annual Conferences. The Committee has considered many and varied
topics, such as:

r. The desirability of reviews of book catalogs
s. The question of book numbers. As a result of the Committee's

discusJion of this topic, a statement of LC Practice is being pub-
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lished in LC's Cataloging Seruice Bulletin, and a recommendation
has been sent ro the ALA publishing Department that Barden's
Booh Numbers be revised

3. The-possibility oI a cooperative cataloging project for the analysis
of scholarly monographic series.

Qther suggestions have been discussed. bv the committee and submittecl
to the Executive Committee for consideration.

fn addition to its routine services, the Classification Committee has
been considering this year the formulation of basic guiding principles
that can be oftered to new academic libraries in thiir selic?ion of a
classification scheme.

been established.

^. TI. M_argaret Mann Citation was awarded. this year to Arthur Hugh
chaplin, Keeper in the Department of printed Books, British Museum,
London. This is the first time that the citation was awarded to a person
outside this country.
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RTSD Copying Methods Section Annual
Report, 1962 / 63

GonooN R. Wtlrtevs, Chairman

had been elected Executive Committee Member-at-Large. Subsequently,
Mr. Shepherd was forced to resign because he will be out of the country
during ry6g/64; Robert K. Johnson was elected to replace him.

Also at this meeting, it was announced that the standardized photo-
graphic order form, developed by a committee of this Secrion, was now
in production and available from several library supply firms, and the
new Directory of Library Photoduplication Services had just been pub-
lished. The Policy and Research Committee recommended the appoint-
ment of a committee to (r) develop a code of ethics, in addition to copy-
right regulations, for photo copying, and (z) work out a simplified pay-
ment procedure for photoduplication orders. This recornmendation was
approved by the Executive Committee, and the following ad hoc commit-
tee appointed: Charles LaHood, Ralph Carruthers, and Hubbard Ballou,
Chairman.

At the Midwinter meeting, the Committee on Library Standards for
Microfilm announced that delays had been encountered in completing its
work and that the grant from the Council on Library Resources, which
was financing the Committee's work, should be extended. Permission for
such extension has been requested from CLS, and granted.

The Policy and Research Committee reported that Allen Veaner had
suggested the preparation of a lVlanual for Institutional Photocopying
Procedures, and this Committee recommended its accomplishment. The
Executive Committee approved the idea in principle and asked that a
specific outline of the manual and a budget for its preparation be pre-
pared for consideration at its next meeting.

It was also suggested that a meeting of persons with major concern
with library photocopying be held at a well-equipped photo laboratory
for discussion of common problems and new techniques. Attendance
would be limited and bv invitation onlv. The Executive Committee re-
quested that Peter Scott proceed to develop plans for such a meeting by
consulting with others qualified, and report to the Executive Committee
for further action at its next meeting.
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RTSD Serials Secrion Annual Report,
tg62 / 63

KruNrts W. Sonrnr-eNo. Chairman

Serials Policy and Research Committee

The Serials Use Study which was presenred to the ALA Executive
Roard meeting in Miami Beach for approval was rejected as '.nor suffi-
ciently worked out nor adequately lustified." The matter has been
shelved.

pursued by the Policy and Research Committee.
The committee is also considering the interest in a historical directory

of corporate bodies and a bibliogruphy of serial bibliographies.

.loint Committee (Serials and Acquisit ion Sections) to Compile a List of
International Subscription A gents.

The Committee Chairman, Elizabeth F. Norton, reporrs that the manu-
script copy for the list of rnrernational subscription Agents is in the hands
of the ALA Publishing Deparrmenr. The Publishing Deparrmenr has
scheduled it for publication this year.

Duplicates Exchange Union

The Chairman, James Jones, formally presented a proposal, which was
passed at Midwinter, thar the clerical mailing routines of the committee
be taken over by the office of the Executive secretary. The committee is
continuing to handle requests and other correspondence. The committee
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is working on the problems of better publicity for the Union and the fact
that theri is nobody concerned. with the problems of exchanges with
foreign institutions.

Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials

function of such a committee.

Intersectional Committee on (J. S. Congresses and Conferences Without
Fixed Headquarters

This new committee, joint with the Acquisitions Section, has just been

established with Mary Kahler as the Chairman. Its function is to investi-
gate improved means of acquisition of the publications of U. S. congresses
ind conferences without fixed headquarters and to recommend appropri-
ate action to the executive commiitees of the Acquisitions and Serials
Sections.

Nominating Comrnittee

The Nominating Committee, Harry Richardson, Chairman, presented
a full slate of nominees for the elective offices. The Vice-Chairman, Rol-
land Stevens, developed a roster of committee members under the general
approval o{ the Executive Committee.

By-Laws Committee

Upon a motion passed at Miami Beach, Lorena Clarke, Chairman of
the By-Laws Committee, submitted to the Executive Committee at Mid-

winter the proposed wording for a change in the by-laws to reduce the
number of members at large on the Executive Committee from three to

two. The wording was approved, and the proposed change was voted uPon
by the membership at the Chicago conference.
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l"pltt^of the RTSD Executive Secr etary,
1962 / 63

Er,rzesnrH Ronnrr,. Executiae Secretar"o

THE 
WO_RD "SECRETARy" carries the root meaning of learner o{

I secrets; I assume that the term ..executive secretary', ,ieum one who
ferrets out secrets and acts on them. The device of the i,carbon chain" by
which copies of letters are sent to alr officers concerned and to the secre-
tary makes the first half of the job,easy.

Your ALA Headquarters Office lwhich I hope many of you were able
to visit during the Conference) functions as a ciearing irorrr. fo, the busi_
ness of our three hundred officers and committ.e ttrdrbe.. in their inter-
reladonships with one anothet, with groups within or ourside of ALA,
and, with the individual librarian. e! correspondence with cornmittees
and individual members who write or call with problems; by informal

f9"jfl.,".o;. 
by collecting 

_a_nd distributing teportrl minutes, pioceedings,
nrghlrghts of meetings; and by participating in meetings such is those held
Dy our reglonal groups, your Executive secretary carries on the task of
transmitting information about activities in the technical services areas.

Littee man must be both genius and
:udgery. By maintaining files, issuing
setting up election machinery, help,
project grants, arranging meerings,

:s and conference programs, by dupli-
cating and-distributing materials, we help our officers'ani committees in
any way they, or we, can think of. we handle circulation for Library
Resources and rechnical services, and filr back orders. For the American
Standards Association's Subcommittee pH6 on photographic Reproduc_
tion, we mail out calls to meetings, minutis, and subriit standards. This
year we will take over the clerical work of the Duplicates Exchange Union.
Y,h"l 

necessary, we go into the publication business; this sprini we pub-
Iished the List of Book Dealers in (Jnderdeueloped countiies. "

I am glad to reporr ,la1gg. request for additional clerical help has,
apparently, been granted. This means that Erlyenne Meuer. the secre-
ta.ry's Secretary(like "poet's poer," this means the quintessence of the art)
will be able to function more as an acrministrative issistant than has been
possible formerly.

r mentioned our relarions with other groups inside ALA. As this is
one part of our work with which few of our members are familiar, r might
cite some examples. This year we have had. frequent, though informal
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Agents.
obviously, our work overlaps thar of the type-of-library divisions such

as the Association of College and Research Libraries, the Public Library
Association, and the Ameriian Association of School Libraries. With the
last our School Library Technical Services Committee has strong common
concern in the field of centralized processing, for example. Many types of

libraries are acutely interested in the work of our Bookdealer-Library
Relations Committee. With the Reference Services Division we shale Ie-

at the Institute on Information Retrieval at the University of Minnesota;
in October, I spoke to the Southeasteln Regional Group of Resources and

Technical Services Librarians in Memphis. November brought the Aller-
ton Park Institute on Selection and Acquisition Procedures in Medium-
Sized and Large Libraries, and a course in Information Retrieval given by

IBM in Chicago. The spring circuit began in early April with the Mid-

west Academic Librarians' Conference in St. Louis. In late April came an
invitation to talk to the Ohio Valley Group of Technical Services Librar-
ians in Dayton; then I attended the Clinic on Library Applications of
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lat1-Plocessing at rhe University of Illinois. May brought a meering of
the Philadelphia Area Technical Services Librarians, foilowed by a talk
to 

- the Catalogers' Section of the New Jersey Library Association in
Ar lant ic  Ci ty .

production in libraries of various types and sizes. At the same time, we
were able to secure the appointment of an Advisory committee on sta-
tistics for Technical Processes, which will work with the new National
Library statistics coordinating Project in a concerted attack on rhe
problem.

Another interesting development mentioned by President Comins is in
the area of history which, though it can discourage while it inspires, is
commonly thought to add a useful dimension to science, one wliich has
been lacking for technical services. As is our custorn, when faced with a
problem, we appoint a committee. On the operational level, Miss Comins
has herself recently demonstrated the usefulness of history by studying
the minutes of past meetings, a study in which your Executive secretary
hopes to engage in the coming year.

A matter of especial pride to me rhis summer was the way in which
many RTSD members, concerned though we are with the vexing prob-
lems of our specialized labors, dropped for two days our special concerns,
and took part as librarians in the conference within a conference. some-

After two years, I am still amazed at the achievement of Esther piercy,
our Editor, and Ray Hummel, our Managing Editor, in making Library
Resources and rechnical seruices so excellent a journal, workin! on it as
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an avocation. I realize also how much our Division owes to Dorothy
Comins for her devoted labor as President. We are fortunate to have her
as chairman of our Organization Committee in the coming year, where
she will continue her efiorts to get our machine into good running order.
Finally, I should like to remind our members that she, like Helen Welch
before her, has had the added chore of educating a new Executive Secre-
tary, a job they have undertaken with cheerful, inexhaustible patience.

MEMBERSIIIP BARGAIN

The American Library Association Membership Committee reminds pro-
spective new members that a New lvfembers Bonus exists as of September r. Any
new member enrolling in any membership category after September r, 1963,
receives ALA membership for the remaining months of 1963 and all of 1964.

ALA membership entitles members to selection of two division memberships,
tlre ALA Bulletin, the publications of the selected division, conference pro-
ceedings, members' rates at national conferences, participation in a group in-
surance or major medical plan.

ALA membership dues are $6.oo for lay members and trustees, and range
from $ro.oo to $5o.oo, according to annual salary, for those in library work.

MI C RO FII,A4 PU B LIC AT I O N S

The National Microfilm Association has announced two new publications:
Supplement A to tJne 196z Guide to Microproduction Equipment, ed. by Hub-
bard W. Ballon; and Basic Standards anil Specifications of the Department of
Defense Engineering Data lVicroreproduction Systern, first of a new series of
N M L Inf ormational M onographs.

Copies of these publications are available from the National Microfilm Asso-
ciation, P.O. Box 386, Annapolis, Md. The price of. Supplemenf I is $4.oo per
copy ($2.5o to NMA members) , of the DoD Specifications, $g.oo ($z.oo to mem-
bers) For orders not accompanied by remittances, an additional charge of 5o
cents per item will be made.
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Regional Groups

BenseRA Wnsrsv, Chatrman
Council on. Regional. Groups

I men ol a-tl of the regional groups, held two meetings at the ALA
Conference in Chicago. The first, at which ten groups were represented,
was an early morning discussion meeting on program planning, member-
ship, and other matters of particular interest io the groups. At the annual
luncheon held at the Pick-Congress Hotel, the representatives of the Re-
gional Groups were joined by officers of the Resources and Technical
Services Division and its sections. There I had the pleasure of introducing
my successor, Doris Ransom, University of Cincinnati, who will be report-
ing in these pages in the future.

This is my final report as Chairman of the Council of Regional Groups.
The past two years have been interesting and rewarding, and I wish to
express my thanks to the membership for the privilege of serving in this
position. The officers of the groups have been most cooperativg and their
friendship and warm regards have been a source of encouragement and
pleasure.

The twenty-nine regional groups served as sources of information for
two ALA projects this year. Pauline Seely, Chairman of the Subcommittee
on revising the ALA Rules for Filing Catalog Cards offeted literature and
speakers, and a few groups have had this topic on their programs.

At their spring meetings the groups were asked by Bernice Field,
Chairman of the CCS Descriptive Cataloging Committee to consider rhe
limited cataloging rules. Response was very good, with eight groups and
twenty-five individual members corresponding with Miss Field, and one
group appointing a committee to consider thd matter. There is still time
for other groups to express their opinions.

The Michigan Regional Group of Technical Services Librarians dis-
cussed the Library of Congress services in connecrion with the limited
cataloging rules. Since money and man-power are two factors in this serv-
ice, the Michigan group sent a resolution to its delegation in Congress urg-
ing its support of the Library of Congress appropriations. More regional
groups and other librarians may wish to follow this example. This is one
instance where a Congressman or Senator can be shown that money he
appropriates will benefit the libraries and the voters in his own disrricr.

The regional groups have had interesting and varied programs this
year with few duplications of subjects. Following is a report of the Spring
meetings of fourteen groups:
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The Wisconsin Library Association Technical Services Section joined
with the Reference and the College and University Sections for a Spring
Conference. Hubbard Ballou, Columbia University Libraries, in his talk,
"Introduction to Microfilm Reading Facilities," traced the development
of photographic processes and stressed their importance to libraries. Half-
hour demonstrations of their equipment were conducted by rePresenta-
tives of Filmac Readers Printers, Microcard, Recordak, and Xerox corPo-
rations.

At the biennial meeting of the Technical Services Section of the Moun-
tain Plains Library Association, Pauline Seely, Denver Pub,lic Library,
spoke on adapting the r6th edition of Dewey at her library and reviewed
the work of the Decimal Classification Editorial Policy Committee. For-
rest Carhart, ALA Library Technology Project, described studies on card-
holding devices, book labeling machines, and card reproduction systems
undertaken by the Council on Library Resources.

The annual meeting of the Division of Technical Services of the Okla-
homa Library Association was a business meeting, and so there is no pro-
gtam to report.

The Michigan Library Association Technical Services Section met
together with the College, Junior College, and Reference Sections for a
Spring meeting at Central Michigan University. At the general session,
Helen H. Lyman, Public Library Consultant, Wisconsin Free Library
Commission, spoke on Regional Reference Centers, discussing the state-
wide library system in Wisconsin. At its separate meeting the Technical
Services Section discussed the limited cataloging rules.

"Information Retrieval in the Research Library" was the subject of
the talk by Henry J. Dubester, Library of Congress, at the meeting of the
Resources and Technical Services Section of the Kansas Library Asso-
ciation.

The Texas Regional Group of Catalogers and Classifiers heard Sarah
Vann, Library School, University of Texas, speak on the topic, "Toward
Dewey r7." She summarized the results of a survey of catalog departments
in Texas as to uses and preferences of the r4th, r5th, and r6th editions
of Dewey. Ruth Wassenich, Texas Christian University, reviewed develop-
ments in cataloging and classification in the past year. The meeting con-
cluded with a discussion of limited catalqging rules.

Orcena Mahoney Peterson, a member of the Subcommittee to revise
ALA Ru,les for Filing Catalog Cards, spoke to the Northern Ohio Tech-
nical Services Librarians, discussing the background on the formation of
the Subcommittee, problems involved in establishing rules, and the work
of the Subcommittee to date.

The Southern California Technical Processes Group heard a discus-
sion on "Book Catalogs and Centralized Cataloging." Catherine Mac-

Quarrie, Los Angeles County Public Library, presented the background
of her library's change to the book catalog and IBM procedures. lfhis
catalog was entirely in capital letters and hard to read. The sequential
card devised by the Econolist Division of MVT Industries allowed for a
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change in type. Robert Sage, of that Company, narrated a film showing
the use of sequential cards; and Frank Pastrinostro, also of the Econolist
Division, discussed costs.

There are twa meetings of Philadelphia Area Technical Services
Librarians on which to report. At its March meeting, Samuel Acker,
Xerox Corporation, demonstrated the Xerox Copier gr4 with the aid of
slides. In May, the Group heard Elizabeth Rodell, RTSD Executive Sec-
retaty, describe briefly the varied activities of RTSD. Richard Davis,
Drexel Institute Graduate School of Library Science, discussed the "New
Curriculum in Information Science" initiated by Drexel and the only
degree course on this subject in the country. The meeting concluded with
a lively discussion of the limited cataloging policy at the Library of Con-
gress.

Mrs. Rodell was also the speaker at the Spring meeting of the Cata-
logers Section of the New Jersey Library Association. Her topic was "How
LRTS Alerts the Cataloger." She discussed the role of RTSD and ZRTS
in keeping catalogers informed of new developments and ideas. The
Libraty Technology Project and the Small Library Project also serve this
purpose.

The Ohio Valley Group of Technical Service Librarians held its
annual meeting at the Diyton-Montgomery County Public Library.
Arthur Hamlin, Librarian, tJniversity of Cincinnati Library spoke on
"Italian University Libraries and their Catalogs." In other aspects rhan
cataloging and reference lvork the libraries are excellent. He found only
one modern catalog department. Before rgro the catalogs were hand
written folio volumes; from tgro-rg58 catalogs were bound volumes. Card

Binding was the subject of the Spring meeting of the Chicago Regional
Group of Librarians. William Burgmeier, Burgmeier Book Bindery, pre-
sented a film, "The Art that Binds," which showed the process of binding
a book in library binding and standard binding. Frazer Poole described
the Library Technology Project, of which he is Director, and the dwelop-
ment of binding specifications. He discussed the specifications for lesser
used materials (lum specs). He also showed a film "Tests for Binding."

The New England Technical Services Librarians toured the Base
Library and the Geophysical Research Library, Air Force Cambridge Re-
search Center, L. G. Hanscom Field, Bedford, Mass., and heard Ole Gross,
Director of the Geophysical Research Library, describe the selection,
acquisition, and processing problems involved in such a specialized
collection.

The New York Technical Services Librarians on their Spring trip
visited the Technical Services Unit of the Westchester Library Svstem.
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A Checklist of American lmPrints,
r820-r825

Rrcneno fI. SuoBuerrn
Graduate School ol Library Science

Rutgers-The State IJni'uersitY
Neu Brunswich, New JerseY

IX/ITH THE PUBLICATION this year of Ralph R' Shaw and Rich-

VV ard H. Shoemaker's American Bibliographyia Pre.li'minary Check-

Iist'for rSot-t8t9, tn" gup ir, orr. national dittiogtupny between the end

of Evans and the U"gi"iiitg of Roorb,ach has, in so=md-'eutute,_been filled'

This is, because of its -ei'hod of compilation, only a pattial-list. Almost

none of the items have been examined. All referenceJto a given title in

all sources have been compared, and the "best" entry has then been de'

termined. In order to conipile a nearly-complete list.of surviving-titles'

an extensive search at great'cost in a large n.tiobe. of libraries would have

had to be made. It is"doubtful if such an efiort could be justified eco-

nomically today. Though we are receiving-corrections.and. additions to

rhe Amelrica, illUtlogriphy, we also are fin*ding that it is being used with

fair satisfaction, in tlitit 
"t 

its ornissions and errors' It is so much better

than the almost .o-plete lack of listings that existed before, that it will

probably serve well until such time as someotte is willing to spend a large

imount'of money to produce a nearly-complete and accurate bibliography.

wirh these thougits in mind, the junior compiler of the above men-

tioned title looked at the years following r8t9'

For over one hundred y""., we halve used Roorbach's Bibliotheca

americana as the national 
'uiutiograprry 

for the period 18zo-186r' It is

recognized that it is very incomp-iete, hut mutty 11ac9.ura$es,. 
gives too

few "clates of publication, and no locations for the titles listed. The sources

exist for a much better list and the author is attempting to compile it'

Most important of these sources is the American Imprints Irrventory'

now ar the Library of congress, made by wPA workers in the late rg3os

and early ,g4or. Muty people have used it as a so"rce for theses and other

p"Ufil",io"".i"r .egiorul imprint lists, and all such lists that are known

to the author are being .tr"'d itr this compilation. The American Anti-

quarian Society Library'probably has the richest holdings in rgth century

imerican imprints. It'ii cooperating to the full in allowing the author

access ro its shelf list, collections, and charles Evans' preliminary cards for

,gzo, the last year he meant to cover. He had 325. items beginning with

the letters A and B. These have treen checked against ttre Checklist,a11.d
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choice of these simplified rules is to avoid examination of the items de-
scribed, but to identify and distinguish one item from another.

Under corporate authors, such as united states, no subdivisions are
used. AII items are entered directly by title under the corporate author
heading_, since the changing and merging and splitting oi subdivisions
leaves the searcher generally at a loss.

is also_ questionable whether such examination wourd add a great deal
from the point of view of rthe majority of its users.

TJril projg-ct is_supported in part by a granr from rhe Rutgers Re_
search council and by the Graduate school of Library service, F_,rtgerr-
The State University.
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Happiness ls a Long Footnote

Peul S. DuNrtN, Professor
School of Library Seruice

Rrdgers-T he State U niuersitY
Neu Brunswich, New terseY

T F YOU DO NOT BELIEVE IT, just look in the latest issue of almost

I uty library periodical-nay, looi even in this one-and find yourself
a footnote. Then ask yourself: "How much of this stuff do I really need?"

Of course, you will find the same sort of business in almost any
"scholarly" (whatever that word means) journal. We simply took it over
from our brethren. Sorne of us think it makes us somehow more "profes-

sional" to copy long-winded footnotes. In the average "scholarly" or
"professional" journal such footnotes may be excused because of igno-
rince; but among librarians, who so often and so vigorously clean their
cataloging house, detailed footnotes, are, to say the least, an ironic
anachronism.

What do we ask of a footnote? Only that it guides us to the basis of a
statement we questron or want to examine more closely. This means two
things:

r. That a list of footnotes need be a finding list only.
z. That we distinguish between the list of footnotes and the bibliogra-

phy. We shall examine each of these principles in some detail:

r. List of footnotes

The finding list idea means that only those details useful for finding
the references be included. We can omit a number of things:

The full name of a periodical is not necessary. Generally only its
initials will be enough and in some cases-e.g., LJ or ZRTS-these initials
have long been in use as an accepted abbreviation. If necessary, a periodi-
cal could carry in each issue a standard list of title abbreviations it uses
in footnotes.

The month (or other designation) of a specific issue of a periodical
being cited is excess baggage. After the first year or so, most library copies
of a periodical will be bound anyway.

The subdivision of a corporate entry, long a nuisance in catalog'ing,
is certainly not needed here. "American Library Association"-if not,
indeed, "ALA"- should be enough by itself in a list no longer than the
usual batch of footnotes.
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If the author is a person, the name should be briefly cited. There is a

difference tretween the personal name in a footnote and in a bibliography;
see below.

to which a book or periodical belongs is seldom necessary.
Place and publisher may vanish. Neither is given for a periodical

even in the most elaborate footnote. A finding list is not a buying list. Of
course, the book may not be in the library, and the reader will then turn
his citation over to the order librarian. But if the book is of any age at
all, the order librarian will probably not go to the publisher for it; or,
if he does want the publisher he can easily locate it.

Pagination needs of the footnote are different from those of the

bibliography; see below.
Standard rules for punctuation or capitalization are not necessary. As

long as the author follows some established practice and is consistent

belong there at all. (I have written such footnotes and I know.)

z. List of Footnotes and a Bibliography

A list of footnotes and a bibliography are different things because
they serve different purposes.

A bibliography may attend (as a sort of "reading list") but does not
necessarily document or explain an article or a book. Or a bibliography
can stand alone and, indeed, may be intended to do so. At the other ex-
treme, an article or a book may be attended by both a list of footnotes
and a bibliography.

A list of footnotes must attend and document a particular article or
book. It cannot stand alone, and it is not expected to do so Indeed, it can
be eliminated if each footnote, properly abbreviated of course, is errclosed
within parentheses immediately following the statement in the text which
it supports.

Because a list of footnotes and a bibliography serve different purposes,
the form of entry in each is difierent, and the arrangement is difierent.

Thus, in the entry in a bibliography it is necessary to supply the name
of the author, title of b,ook or article, and (if an article is involved) in-
clusive pagination-e.g.
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Jones, Joseph. Black and Blue Catalogeru (t935)
jott"., j"t.-1ttt. "Nuts in Libraries" LRTS 35 (r999) zo-46'

Because one of these entries is a book, it is necessary to give at least the

first given name of the author; without it our. poor reader *:"t+ 
lil:

to th-umb through all the cards for Joneses with first names begrnnrng

with J. And, onie this is done, we cannot enter the second item under

"Jone-s, J." because this might seParate that entry from th.e. other works

"i 1or.pft. The volume nulmber^of LRTS is given-as-well .as 
the date

because it furnishes the reader a double check-and there is no telling

how the library b,inder may have labelled the volume' The fact that

" zo-46" refers topages is obvious; therefore, we need not say so' -
I^n an entry in"a list of footnotes it is necessaty j"--gr1e.brief name

of the author 1if ,rot given in rext), title of-book or periodical (ab'hreviated

if possible) trrh .p".ih. page cited-e.g.,-th9 statement-"Joseph Jones says

caialogers areruuit y" wo.tta be adequately documented thus:

Blach and Blue Catalogers (tgg5) zo.
or

LRTS g5 (1999) 25.

The title of the book by J"*ph is given because the reader will need

it to find the reference; i6i titi. of t[e arricle in ZRTS is not given be-

cause the reader will not need it to find the reference. Never, I beg you,

wtite,,op. cit. 25"; the op. cit. may be twenty references back in a se-

quence *fti.tt is not evei alphabetical. Arrangement is in sequence of

citations. Often there is no need for a separaie list of references; they

can simply be given in the text as the ne-ed arises-e'g', "Joseph lones
says catilog"., 

*".. 
wacky (a-R"S 35 (r99d z5)"' This last practice I

heartilv endorse.
We said above that a list of footnotes and a bibliography could appear

in connection with the same book or article. In this case the bibliography

would, appear as a bibliography at the end o'f the pap-er and independent

of the p"p"., with entriJs urrurgea alphabetically. References.could be

made tL tp".in. pages of items iir the bibliog-raphy simply by including

them in the text of trre boot or article, thus: "Joseph Jones says catalogers

are wacky ('Nuts' z5)" with no indication as to where ttre lones entry

would. be in the biliiography because the ABC's would find it' If the

author wished, he coull, if .on..., include in his Bibliography many

articles which he did. not find it necessary to cite specifically'

So endeth the voice of one crying in the wilderness of footnotes. HUP-

piness is a long footnote. Happiness for whom?

For him who writes it?

(Editor's note: This Author and this Editor have had a running ar8ument

Ln this subject lasting over a period of several years. By putrlishing the

above perhips we can pull others into the discussion')
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Catalog Use
The ALA Reference Services Division is making plans to have a study

made of the reference use of the card catalog. rrris, it would seem from
this corner, is long overdue. A great deal is, and has been, said about
what reference librarians need oi want (not always the same thing), and
"our" reference librarians are summoned. in spirit by catalogers, usually
to ba-ck each person's stand on a debatabre pbint. And thei! is the old
saw dropped glibly in all related (or not so related) discussions: "rt is
better to have the cataloger do it once ('it' referring io garnering almost
any piece of information) than for reference libraiians havinE-to look
it u_p over and over.".Do ihey look "it" up over 2nfl 6vs1-qr miybe once
in five years, or maybe not at all?

Reference librarians, r was once told by one of them, idealry would
like to find, fully indexed in the catalog, every part of every book, every
article from every magazine, e,r.ry pu-phlet,'and every document. she
herself recognized the impractabiiiti of lthis. rt's impractical on several
counts-prohibitive costs, crippling delays, and a catilog too large to be
housed and too complicated io Ue usea.'

At the other extreme are the economy-minded who can't see why
-anything is needed beyond the single entry (in title-page form) for each

lgi"d 
book of importance-rhese cards io 

'be 
reft ,trLt urrg.h forever.

This, of course, is only a skimpy and not-too-accurate findini list and of
little reference use.

roles there should be a compromise
:cific situation, balancing the demand
lity, etc. But no one has ever under-
Lsuring stick. So we all continue to
to do. And no two people seem to

actice is dropped to save cataloging
plied) on ro rhe Reference sraff? Or

expected ro provide answers which ;l:'Ly.ltff l;;it"*:rf ;ff;t:i:S
where? Who knows?

. A careful study of reference use of the catalog-not opinion, but posi-
tive evidence-should be of great service. we can all pray that such will
come to Pass.

-E.J.P.
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BooK CATAL@s. "Book versus Card Cata-

log Costs" (Heinritz) 229'236.

- "A Short-Title Catalog Made with

IBM Tabulating EquiPment'' (Rich-

mond) 8r-go.
"Book Costs as C.omparative Factors in

Book Budgets" (Chicorel) 928-333
"Book Prices and Related Fields in West

Germany, 1954-196o" (Chicorel) 47-56'
Boor SrrncrroN. "Acquisitions and Re-

sources, Highlights of 1962" (Bevis)

r42' r55.

- "Centralized Bibliographic Control"

(Wienpahl) 217382
Boor Tneor-Eest Grnuelv. "A Ques-

tion of Completeness" (Chicorel) 334
Boor Tn-elr-TnnMs see ForurcN Ler.t-

cuAGEs-BIBLrocnePrrIc Tnnlts

Boor Ttmr-Wrst GlnneNv. "West Ger-

man and U.S. Book Costs as Com-

parative Factors in Book Budgets"

(Chicorel) 328333
British Technology Index' review of, lz4-

t  1 5 .

Brown, Edna see Titus, Edna Brown

Buckley, Carper W. "Implementing the

Depository Library Act of 1962"' 366-

370
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Burton, Robert E. British Technology In-
dex, review, n+rzb.

c
CALTFoRNT.{. UNtvonsrry er Le Jor_r.e see

Uwrvrnsrry oF CALTFoRNTA, Le Jor,u
CAl:ALoc, BooK see Boor Cerer,ocs
Ca.raroc CARDs.,,Automating Cataloging

Functions in Conventional Libraries;,
(Fasana) 950-365

- "Durability of Catalog Cards" (poole
and Shoemaker) ror-ro3.

- "Wanted: A True Unit Card!"
(Hyman) ro5-rr2.

- "Xerox-gr4: Preparation of Multi-
lith Masters for Caralog Cards" (Wil-
liams and Whirney) so8-2rr.

Careroc Canos-Fnrlc. ,.el.a Rules for
Filing Catalog Cards," 7o.

- "Revision of ALA Filing Rules,,
(Seely) ezr.

Cereroc Coot see Cererocrrqc-Rulrs
CATALoc, Drvrnnn. "A Procedure for Di-

viding the Catalog Wirhout Inrerrupr-
ing Service" (Kramer) 2r4-zr'.

CA.TALoc MerNttueNcn. "A procedure for
Dividing the Catalog Withour In-
terrupting Service" (Kramer) zr4-2r5.

"Catalog Use." [Editorial] (piercy) 4o6
Cnrarocrrqc. "Annual Report, 196z/6g"

(RTSD. Cataloging and Classification
Section) 388-39o

-- "Cataloging and Classification in
Junior College Libraries', (Rowland)
254-258.

CATALooTNG. Cataloging Made Easy (Res-
coe) review, gr8-219.

- "Cataloging Problems in Medical
Libraries" (Moll) r97-r99.

_- "Cataloging Small Manuscript Col-
lecrions" flasenas) 264-27g.

-- "Desigrrations of Categories: A prob-
lern_in Cataloging (pierson) qgz_s8b.

- "Ttre Library of Congress public
Law 48o Programs" (Stevens) 176-r88.

- "1962: On the Road', (Dunkin) 156-
r6o.

.-- "Wanted: A True Unit Card!,' lHv_
man) ro5-r  rz,

"Xenolingual Cataloging of Foreign
Books" (Humar') 2@-207.

Carer,ocrNc-Costs see Cosrs
CATALocTNG, Drscnrptrvr. ..Extension 

of
Limited Caraloging,' (Field) 296_297.

- "l-ocal Autonomy" (Hagler) i+*E+S
C,q.rer,ocruc-Rur-Es. ..Catalog- 

Cdae revis_
ion:  Chicago r963" (Duik in)  339

CHArLTN, Anrnun Hucn. "Arthur Hugh
Chaplin" (Ball) 3o9-3rr

Cntceco. Uutvnnsrry or L,r,txots ar Cnr-
cAGo s€e lJr,lrvrnsrr:y oF ILLrNors, CHr-
CAGO

Chicorel, Marietta. "A Question of Com-
pleteness," 934

- "Trends in Book Prices and Related
Fields in West Germany, 1994-196o,"

47-56.
- "WeSt Germal and U.S. Book Costs

As Comparative Factors in Book
Budgets," Z283Zg

CLAssrFrcATroN. "Cataloging and CIassifica-
tion in Junior College Libraries"
(Rowland) 2b4-2b8.

-  " tg6z:  On the Road" (Dunkin)  156-
r6o.

Cressrrtcelrox ScHnrtns. "Classification
Systems" (Shaw) rr3-rr8.

- Ri,d.er's International Classi.fication
for the Arrangement of Boohs on the
Shelues of General Libraries (Rider\
revrew, I rg-I21.

_- see also Drwly Decruer, Cr,essr-
FICATION

Comins, Dorothy J. see RTSD. President
"Computer Processing of Serial Records"

(Vdovin, Voigt and orherq 7r-8o.
"Congressional Bills, Printing of" (Thax-

rer) 237-243.
"Convertibility Potential Among Govern-

ment Information Agency Indexing
Systems" (Painrer) 2j4-28r.

ColyrNc Mnrnoos. 'lAnnual 
Report,

tg6z/@" (RTSD. Copying Methods
Section) 39r

- "The Influence of Photoreproduc-
tion on Library Operations" 1Xt"-p-
net) 244_253.

- Planning Gui.de for a Miniaturized
Technical Document Distributi,on Sys-
/erz (Yerkes) review, 3or.

- "Review of Copying Methods: 196z"
(Stevens) r6r- t68.

-- "Xerox-gr4: Preparation of Multi-
Iith Masters for Catalog Cards" (Wil-
liams and Whitney) zo8-zrr.

Corbin, John B. "C.entralized vs. Decentra-
lized Serials Handling: a Review,"
96-99.

Corley, Francir J., S. J. "Should DC Head-
ings 959 and ggr Be Revised?" 6r-69.

Cosrs. "Book versus Card Catalog Costs"
(IJeinJitz) 229-296.

- "Cost Analysis in a Technical Serv-
ices Division." (Wynar) 912326
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- "West German and U.S. Book Costs
as Comparative Factors in Book
Budgets" (Chicorel) g283yg

Custer, Benjamin E. "Comment" (on
Corley-Phelps article on revising DC
Headings 959 and 99r) 69-7o.

D-F

Dnr.t PnocrssrNe. Adtanced Data Process-

ing in the Uniaersity Library (Schttl-
theiss and others) review, 2rg-22o,

- "Computer Processing of Serial Rec-

ords" (Vdovin, Voigt and others)

7 r-8o.
- see also Auroue.rloN
Drcruel CL{SSIFICATIoN see l}ewnv Dncr-

MAL Cr-ASSIFICATIoN

Decimal Classification Editorial Policy

Committee. Meeting, 196z, 37o
DeNvBn. Ijnrvnnsrrv see Ur.trvBnsnv oE

DENvER
"The Depository Library Act of 196:"

(Buckley) 366'37o
"Depository Library-Privilege or Re-

sponsibility" (McDonough) 37r-376
Dnscnrprrvr Cerer-octNc see Cet:eloctrtc,

Descurrrvr.
"Designations of Categories: A Problem in

Cataloging" (Pierson) s8z-288.
DEwEy DEcIMer- Cr-essrucerroN. "Com-

ment" (on Corley-Phelps article on
revising DC Headings g5g and 99t)
(Custer) 69-7o.

- Guide to IJse of Dewey Decimal
Classification, review, rz2.

- "should DC Headings 959 and 99t
Be Revised?" (CorleY and PhelPs)

6r-69.
Diaz, Albert James, ed. Subiect Guid'e to

Microforms in Print, t96z-6i, teview
of, n6-t27.

Drvrnno Cerer-oc see Ceretoc, Drvmro
Docurrrr.rtrrroN. A Comparatiue Study of

Three SysLems of Inlormalion Re-
trieual (Stevens) review, 12r-r22.

- "Convertibility Potential Among In-
dexing Systems" (Painter) 274-28r.

- Information Retrieual Tod'ay. (Si-
monton) review, zgg-3oo.

- "Technical Services in 196z" (Tau-
ber)  r33-t4r .

Dunkin, Paul S. "Catalog Code Revision:
Chicago rS3." 939

'- "Happiness is a Long Footnote,"

403-405.
'.--- "rg6e: On the Road," 156-16o.

Volume /, Number 4, Fall t96 j

Rid'er's International Classification

lor the Arrangenxent of Books on the

Shelaes of General Libraries (Rider) '

rev lew, r r9-r2r .
Ea.sr Asrl see Asre, Eesr
EAsr EuRoPE see EuRoPE, EAsr
"Ephemera: Their Collection and Use"

(Berner) 3' ,5-339
EuRopE, Eesr. "Acguisition of Library Ma-

terials from East Europe" (Keller)

34-37.
Fasana-, 

-Paul 
J. "Automating Cataloging

Functions in Conventional Libraries,"

35o,?.65
Field.-F,-Bernice. "Extension of Limited

Cataloging," 2#-297.
Frr-rtc see Carer-oc Cenos-Frr-lnc

Fourcu Laxcuecrs-BTBLIoGRAPHTc TERMS'

Guide to Russian Reference and, Lan-

guage Aids (Nieswander) review, 3oo-

30  r .
The Language of the Foreign Book

Trade (Atne) review, zg8.
Fonm Htnorucs. "Designations of Cate-

gories: A Problem in Cataloging"

(Pierson) z8z-285.

C-L
GRnN,rar.IY, Wrsr. "Trends in Book Prices

and Related Fields in West GermanY,

r954-r96o" (Chicorel) 47'56.,
GovnnNunrqr Docuurxrs' "Implementing

the Depository Library Act of 1962"

(Buckley) 36631.u.
- "DePository Library-Privilege or

Responsibility" (McDonough) CZ,'ZZ9
- "piinting of Congressional Bills"

(Thaxter) 227-243.
Hagler, Ronald. "Local Autonomyl" 34o'

345
Harlow, Neal. "Thinking of a Plan"'

57-60.
Haskins, Susan M. see RTSD. Cataloging

and Classification Section
Heiliger, Edward M. Ad,aanced Data Proc-

essing in the Uniuersity Library, re-

view of, 2rg-22o.
Heinritz, Fred. "Book versus Card Catalog

costs," 229-236.
Hyman, Richard J. "Wanted: A True

Un i t  Ca rd ! "  r 05 - r r 2 .

- "Xenolingual Cataloging of Foreign

Bookq" 2oo-2o7.
ILLINors, Uuwr:nsrtv AT CtltcAco see Ulr-

VFRSITY oF ILLlNors, CHICAGo
"Implementing the Depository Library Act

of 1916z" (BuckleY) 36617o

409



htpnrNr see Cerelocwc, DrscRretrve
INDEXTNG Sysrnus. "Convertibility Po-

tential Among Government Informa-
tion Agency Indexing Systems"
(Painter) 274-28r.

INnonlrerroN Rnrnrnver- see Docuunrv-
TATION

"Interlibrary Loans at the University of
Denver, 196r-1962" (Posner) 286-293.

Jasenas, Michael. "Cataloging Small Manu-
script Collections," 26 4- 27 g.

Jones, Milbrey L. "Technical Services in
School Libraries, an Analysis of the
Literatute, tE5t -6t," r89-196.

"Junior College Libraries Cataloging and
Classification" (Rowland) 254-2b8.

Kaser, David. "Serial Activities in 196z,"
r69-r75.

Keller, Dorothy B. "Acquisition of Library
Materials from East Europe," g4-g7.

Klempner, Irving M. "The Influence of
Photoreproduction on Library Opera-
tions," 244-282.

Kramer, Lloyd A. "A Procedure for Divid-
ing the Catalog Without Inrerrupt-
ing Service," 2r4-2rb.

Kronick, David A. A History of Scientific
and Technical Periodi,cals, review of,
r 22 -124 .

I-errN Auonrca. "Acquisition of Library
Materials from Latin America', (West)
7 - 1 2 .

LrsnanreNs AND LrBRARrANsnre. "Thinking
of a Plan" (Harlow) g7-62.

Library of Congress see U.S. Library of
Congress

"Local Autonomy" (Hagler) Z4o-g4g

M-P
McDonough, Roger H. "Depository Li.

brary-Privilege or Responsibility,"
37r376

McNiff, Philip J. "Acquisition of Library
trIaterials from the Middle East,;'

MANUscRrprs, "Cataloging Small Manu_
script Collections" (Jasenas) 264-2j8.

- "On Ephemera: Their Collection
and Use" (Berner) BgE-ZZg

MARGARET Menu CI:rerroN, Notice of, 3rr
- 1963. "Arthur Hugh Chaplin" (Ball)

309-3r r
"Medical Libraries, Cataloging Problems

in" (Moll) r97-r99.
Meyer, Robert S. A Comparati.ue Study of

Three Systems of Inf ormation Re-
trietal (Stevens) review, 12 | -r22.

Mrcnoronus. Plannin! Guide for a Minia-
turized Teclmical Document Distri-
bution System (Yerkes) review, 3or.

- Subiect Guide to Mi,croforms in
Print, r96z-63 (Diaz) review, rz6-127.

Tqn Mrnoln Eesr. "Acquisition of Liblary
Materials from the Middle East"
(McNiff) zz-27.

Minnesota. University see University of
Minnesota

Moll, Wilhelm. "Cataloging Problems in
Medical Libraries," rg7-r99.

Nieswander, Rosemary. Guide to Russian
Reference and, Language Aids, re-
view of, 3oo-Bot.

Orne, Jerrold. The Language of the For-
eign Book Trade; Abbreuiations,
Terms, Phrases. gd ed., review of, gg8.

Painter, Ann F. "Convertibility Potential
Among Government Inforrnation
Agency Indexing Systems," 274-28r.

Panofsky, Hans E. "Acquisition of Library
Materials from Africa," 38-46.

Pr,nroorcet.s see Snnrets
Phelps, Geraldine. "Should DC Headings

959 and ggr Be Revised?" 6r-69.
"Phonograph Records in Serials" (Skal-

lerup) z16-2r8.
Pnoronrpno.oucrroN see CopyrNc MsrHons
Piercy, Esther J. "Catalog Use" (Editorial),

4a,6
Pierson, Robert. "Designations of Cate-

gories: A Problem in Cataloging,"
282-285.

Poole, ,Frazer G. "Durability of Catalog
Cards."  lo l - ro2.

Posner, Walter. "Interlibrary Inans at the
University of Denver, 1916r-1916z," 286-
293'

"Printing of Congressional Bills" (Thaxter)
237-243.

PnocssstNc see Tncnxrcal Snnvrcns
"Public Law 48o Programs" (Stevens) 176-

r  88.

R

RTSD. Nominees, ry6zf6g, ro3-ro4.
-- Acquisitions Section. Report, rg6e/

63, 387-388
-- Cataloging and Classification Sec-

tion. Report, ry62/69, 388-g9o
-- Copying Methods Section. Report,

tg6z/69, g9r
=_ Executive Secretary. Report, rg6zl

6c' zgt-zw
_ Presidert. Reporr, 196z/69, gU3B7
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- RscroNer. GnouPs. [Reports] l(x)-ror,
z r r - 213 ,398 -4oo

__ Serials Section. Report, ry62/fu, ggz-

393
- "Amendments to Serials Section By-

Laws," r75.
Reichmann, Felix. "Acquisition of Library

Materials from Southeast Asia," r3-zr.
Rescoe, A. Stan. Cataloging Mad'e Easy'

review of ,  zr8-zrg.
Resources and Technical Services Division

see RTSD
Richmond, Phyllis A. Guid'e to Use ol

Deu ey Deci,rnal C lassification, review,
|  22.

- "A Short-Title Catalog Made with
IBM Tabulating Equipment," 8r-9o.

Rider, Fremont. Ridef s International
Classifi,cation for the Arrangement of
Books on the Shelues ol General Li-
braries, review of, rrg-r2r.

Rocnesrnn. Urqrvonsrrv see UNIvERsITY oF
RoCHESTER

Rodell, Elizabeth see RTSD. Executive
Secretary

Rowland, Arthur Ray. "Cataloging and
Classification in Junior College Li-
braries," 254-258.

S

SeN FnnNauno VALr-EY S,rerr Cor.rncr Lr-
BRARY. "Centralized Bibliographic
Control" (Wienpahl) 277382

"school Libraries, Technical Services In,
an Analysis of the Literature'
r  g5rr- f i r "  (Jones) r89-r96.

Schultheiss, Louis A. Adtsanced' Data Proc-
essing in the Uniuersity Library, re-
view of, 2rg-22o.

Seely, Pauline A. "Revision of ALA Fil-
ing Rules,"  z: r .

SeRr,{Ls. "Annual Report, ry62/@" (RTSD.
Serials Section) ggz-agA

- British Technology Ind,ex, teview,
r24 - r25 .

- "Centralized vs. Decentralized Serials
Handling: A Review" (Corbin) 96-99.

- "Computer Processing of Serial Rec-
ords" (Vdovin, Voigt and others)

7r  -8o.

- "Edi,ting the Union List of Serials"
(Titus) 9r-95.

- A History of Scientific and' Technical
Periodicals (Kronick) review, rze-r24.

- "A New Concept in Serial Dealers"
(Alford) z59-263.

Volume 7,Nt t "mber 4,Fal I  r96 j

- "Phonograph Records in Serials"

(Skallerup) zr6-sr8.
- "A Square Inch for Libraries"

(Vesenyi) 294-2#.
- "serial Activities in 1962" (Kaser)

r69- r75.
Shank, 

"Russell 
. A History of Scientific and'

Technical Pniodicals (Kronick) re-

\tiew, r22-r24.
Shaw, Ralph R. "Clasification Systems,"

r r 3 - r 1 8 .
Shoemaker, Richard H' "A Checklist of

American Imprints, rSeo-r825." 4or-

+o2
- "Reviewer's Response" (to criticism

of his review of The Permanence and'

Durability ol Library Catalog Cards)

rog _ r03.
Simonton, Wesley, ed, Information Re'

trieaal Tod'aY, review of, 299-3oo.

Skallerup, Harry R. "Phonograph Records

in Ser ia ls,"  zr6-2r8.
Soderland, Kenneth W. see RTSD' Serials

Section.
Sommerville, Claribel. Cataloging Mad'e

Easy (Rescoe) review, zr8-zr9'

Sourrrresr Asre see Asre, Sourunasr
"A Square Inch for Libraries" (Vesenyi)

294-296.
Steveni, Norman D. A Comparatiae Stud'y

of Three Systems of Information Re-

trieual, review of, rzr-rzz.

- Information Retrieual Today (Si-

monton) review, zgg-3oo.
Stevens, Robert D. "The Library of Con-

gress Public Law 48o Programs," r76-

r  88.
Stevens, Rolland E. "Review of Copying

Methods:  196z,"  16r-168.
- Subiect Gui'd.e to Microforms in

Print, 1962-61. (Diaz) review, rz6-127.

Sunlncr Hraonlcs. "Convertibility Po-

tential Among Government Informa-
tion AgencY Indexing SYstems"

(Painter) 274-zBr.

T_U
Tauber, Maurice F. "Technical Services

in r96z,"  rg1' r4r '
Trcrrulcet. SERvIcEs. "Cost Analysis in a

Technical Services Division" (Wynar)

3r2-326
- "Technical Services in 19'62" (Tau-

ber)  r33-r4t .
- "Technical Services in School Li'

braries, an Analysis of the Literature,

r95r-6r"  (Jones) r89-t96.
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Thaxter, John H. "Printing of Congres-
sional Bills," zg7-245.

"Thinking of a Plan" (Harlow) 57-6o.
Titus, Edna Brown. "Editing the Union

List of Serials," gt-g1.
"Trends in Book Prices and Related Fields

in West Germany, 1954-196o" (Chi
corel) 47-56.'Isuneishi, 

Warren M. "Acquisition of Li-
brary l,{aterials from China, Japan
and Korea," 28-33.

UrroN Lrsr or Snnrars. "Editing the Uni.on
List of Serials" (Titus) 9r-95.

U.S. CoNcnnss. "Printing of Congressional
Bills" (Thaxret) zg7-249.

U.S. Library of Congress. Decimal Classi-
fication Office. Guide to IJse of Dewet
Decimal Classif cation, review' of, r gz.

U.S. Lrnneny on Coxcnrss. "The Library
of Congress Public Law 48o pro-
grams" (Stevens) 176-188.

Unrvnnsrry or Cerronnre, I-e Jor_r,a.
"Computer Processing of Serial Rec-
ords" (Vdovin, Voigt and others)

7r  -8o.

Ururvnnsrry or DnNvrn. "Cost Analysis in
a Technical Services Division'; lWv-
nar)  3rz-326

- "Interlibrary Loans at the Universiry
of  Denver,  196r-196z" (Posner)  286-
293.

Llurvrnsnv or lI-r,rNors, Cgrceco. Aduanced
Data Processing in the Uniuersity Li-
Drary (Schultheiss and others) review,
2rg-22o.

University of Minnesota. Center for Con-
tinuation Study. Information Re-
trieaal Today, review of,2gg-3oo.

Urqrvrnsrry or Rocsasrrn. "A Short-Title
Catalog Made with IBM Tabulating
Equipment" (Richmond) 8r-9o.

v-z
Vdovin, George. Ad,uanced fu.ta Processing

tn the Uni,aersity Library (Schultheiss
and others) review, er9-22o.

- "Computer Processing of Serial Rec-
ords," by George Vdovin, Melvin J.
Voigt and others, 7r-8o.

Vesenyi, Paul E. "A Square Inch for Li-
braries," 294t-296.

Voigt, Melvin J. "Computer Processing of
Serial Records" (Vdovin, Voigt and
others) 7r-8o.

Welch, Helen M. Acquisition Work
(Wulfekoetter) review, rz5-126.

West, Stanley. "Acquisition of Library Ma-
terials from Latin Americai' 7-rz.

Wrsr GnnlreNv see GenuauY, WEsr
Westby, Barbara. see RTSD. Rcgional

Groups
Whitney, Thomas. "Xerox-gr4: Prepara-

tion of Multilith Masters for Catalog
Cards,"  208-2rr .

Wienpahl, Robert. "Centralized Biblio-
graphic Control," 977-382

Williams, Gordon R. see RTSD. Copying
Methods Section

Williams, Harry D. "Xerox-gr4: Prepara-
tion of Multilith Masters for Catalog
Cards,"  2o8-?rr .

Wulfekoetter, Gertrude. Acquisition W ork,
review of, rz5-126.

Wynar, Don. "Cost Analysis in a Techni-
cal Services Division," gtz3z6

"Xenolingual Cataloging of Foreign
Books" (Hymao) 2ur-2o7.

Xntox see Copvrrtc Mnruoos
Yerkes, Charles P., ed. Planning Guide for

a Miniaturized Technical Document
Distribution System, review of, qot.
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EDITOR RECOMAIENDS;

Tate, Elizabeth L. "Main Entries and Citations: One Test of the Revised Cata'

rules of the rg4g edition of tfie ALA Code."

"Accession Numbers: Pro and Con." Special Libraries, S4ttgg-2o1.

Four papers from a panel discussion on this subjecr' Conclusion: the number
is of service to circulation for quick identification of a volume; the accession book

or other recording is a waste; the use of numbers may be strengthened as machine
systems increase.

Hotaling, Donald O. "State i\{anual Procurement Guide." Special Libraries'

54:zo6-zo9. Identifies by name, content, publication frequency, source, and Price
of state manuals, blue books, etc., for each state.

New Re,rints Available Now!

CLASSICS IN
PALEONTOLOGY

No. l: GALLOWAY, J.J.A Manual of Foraminifera.
XII, 483 pages, 42 plates, cloth. Bloomington
l93l (Reprint 196l) $20.00

No. 2: ORBIGNY, A. D'. Foraminiferes Fossiles du
Bassin Tertiaire de Vienne. 4to. XXXVII, 312
pages, 2l plates, cloth. Paris 1846 (Reprint 1963) $25.00

Aoailable Exclusiuely From :

Stechert-Hafner Serviee Agerrc/r Inc.
3 l  Eos t  lOth  St ree t  New York  3 ,  N.  Y .

Volum.e 7, Nu,mber q,Fall r963 .  4r3
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,S A READER
AND A REVOLUTION !

VERSATTLE - The new Micro l l l
w i l l  reod Microcords ond o lher
opoques up to 5"  x  8" ,  ond wi th
i ts  f i lm i l luminolor  ot tochmenl* ,
wil l reod microfiche ond iocketed
microfi lm os well.

PORIABIE- This compoct  l i t l le
reoder folds into i ls own self-en-
c los ing cose,  weighs iust  6% lbs. ,
yel offers lorge (8" x 9t/z"l screen
reoding ond precision componenls.

ECONOI4|CAI - Priced for pur-
chose by individuols os well os in-
stitulions ond industry, the Micro
fff is onfy $129.95. For o free bro-
chure wrile to Dept. L , Microcord
Corporolion, West Solem, Wiscon-
s in.  (*Opt ionol  o l  exf ro cost . )

Free Plonning Guide -  l f  you ore con'

s ider ing microforms for  industr io l  or  in-

st i tut ionol  use,  th is p lonning guide wi l l

help you.  l t  descr ibes microform sys-

lems in lerms of  costs,  oppl icot ions,  ond

flexibilities. Write to Dept' I for your

free copy.
lFi-,M rcRocARD'
t;,..:""*l*C__9."RF"p"-RATIQN



Expert Seraice on

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
lor

All 1IBRARITS
,*

Foxon's librqrions Guide
lree on request

I

For the very best.subscription
servrce aI competltlve Prrces-
ask abour our .Iill 

Foibidden
plan.

a

F. W. FAXoN C0., lNC.
83-91 Froncir Str€el Bo3ton 15, Mor.

Continuous librory Service
Since 1885

IS IT AVAITABTE (lI{ MICR(IFITM?
To find out. consult the latest GaAe to
Microlorms in Print, the only comprehen.
sive l isting of publications available on
microilm and other microforms from
U. S. publishers-over 1,900 additions to
the 1962 edition--over 2,500 changes-
covers all methods of microreproduction
( Micro6lm, micro-opaque cards, micro-
fiche)-each entry includes the price of
the work, the publisher, and the method
of microreproduction used<ver 13,000
entries arranged alphabetically. PRICE;
$4.00 postage paid.

MICROCARD

EDITIONS, INC.
9 0 I  T W E N T Y . S I X T H  S T ,  N , W ,  W A S H I N G T O N  i ,  D . C .

'ifi

iit
:.t

CERTIFTED TIBRARY BINDING
There is only ONE LIBRARY BINDING
whether you obtain it for rebound books, peri'

odicals, or ptebound new books.
LIBRARY BINDING - the very term - means
a Drocess exclusive for library use which Certi-
fiei Library Binders warrant, and which provides
maximum circulation and service from every
volume bound to the rigid Library Binding
Institute Standard.
Our Treasure House consists of new material
for your guidance.

1.-HANDBOOK OF LIBRARY BINDING
(r963)

2. STANDARD FOR LIBRARY BINDING
(Revised 1963)

3 .  COMPLETE MEMBERSHIP ROSTER
<re63>

4. CURRENT POSTERS FOR LIBRARY
PROMOTION

5. SET OF COLORED SLIDES "THE ART
THAT BINDS"

6. r6mm SOUND, COLOR FILM "THE
ART THAT BINDS''

All available without charge from

I.IBRARY BINDING INSTITUTE
160 State St., Boston, Mass,
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The DUOPAGE process is  unique in that  a Xerox image is
p roduced  on  bo th  s i des  o f  t he  same shee t .  Th i s  s i ng le  shee t
me thod  o f  r ep roduc ing  books ,  magaz ines ,  o r  manusc r i p t s
has  found  g rea t  accep tance  i n  t he  l i b ra ry  f  i e l d .

DUOPAGE reproduces a book in  the accepted format  and not
wi th fo lded sheets pr in ted only on one s ide of  very th in paper.
Rep roduc t i ons  a re  f u rn i shed  on  no rma l 'we igh t  pape r  and  the
resu l t i ng  copy  i s  paged  l i ke  t he  o r i g i na l .

Micro Photo wi l l  ass is t  you in  locat ing tare or  out-of -pr in t
books and manuscr ipts .  Let  us know of  your  in terests and we
wi l l  be happy to work wi th You'

ATALtlO
FOR YOUR FREE COPY TODAY

IV'I IERE PHE-TE
E t E I - I -  5  H E \ N E L I -  E E T V I P . A \ N I Y

I T O O  S H A \ ^ / A V E N U E  .  C L E V E L A N D  I 2 ' O H I O

E r \ . / l = l E l \



For Libra r;::l;;!i:;' Q v atitv

GUcr BtltlKBINDING CtlRP.

Speciolisfs in lhe Binding and Rebinding

of Books qnd Periodicols

Serving Institutionol, Public
And Reseorch librories

Since l9O5

We Hove Moved-Our New Address ls
32-15 37th Avenue

Long lslqnd City 1, New York
STillwell 4-5300

In Nossqu qnd Suftolk

lVonhoe 3-9534

In New Jersey

Mfrchefl 2-5374




